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20th Century Holiness Sermons.
SERMON I.
A SCRIPTURAL PUTTING.
Rev. Andrew Johnson.
"That ye put off * * * the old man," * * * "That
ye put on the new man, which after God is created
in righteousness and true holiness." Ephe. 4:212, 24.

Since man by nature is wrong, being tainted
and corrupted by the fall, it is the glorioUJS work
of grace to bring him back to original righteoruisness. The fact that he has been utterly deprived
of divine life necessitates the
reconstruction
in every phase and feature of the inte11ect, sensibilities and will. Hence the plan of 1s:a1vation in
the scheme .of redempti.on was devised with reference to the resto:ria tion of a lost and fallen race.
Poets hav e written, philosophe:rs have. :reasoned,
and theologians .argued oonoerning this theme
of themes. A.nlgels have d€Sired to look into its
mysteries and flaming evangels have proclaimed
it to the ends of ·the earth. The greatest and most
logical of all the Apostl es thoroughly analyzed
the subject. Let us observe therefore, how beautifully and tactfully he presents the matter in his
Epistles to ·the churches.
1

1

s
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I. PUT ON. In Eph. 4 :2·2 he exhorts them to
put off the old man 1and put on the new man. In
Galatians he declaired that so many as had been
baptized into Chriait had put on Clhrist. The RomanB were admonished to piUJt on the Lord Jesus
Christ and not to
priovisioos for the fiesh.
These teach. that some superior 1and extraneous
furce mUJSt be brought inrbo requisition. Wib.en
the earlh, fuT :instance, was a D1ebu1o1IB mass of
chaos, it was eilJtirely impossible for it to evolve
under the acltlion of the centripetal and centrifugal forces, into ooamic .symmetry and beauty.
The application of an ·ouibs·ide or external agency
was nece&SJary.
Just 1so the Eitemal Spirit \>f -God must move upon OT over the lost st0ul. A divine element evidently
must be introdJUood, the heavenJ.y exotic must be
planted, life fr.om God must he imparted. Even
physical life ais we know it, oame not, as some agnostics would have us believe, from the sparks of
impinging worlids, or the fortuitous oonoourise of
atoms, but through the princip1e of biogene.si&--lif.e frorm preceding life.
If we examine in connection with this thought
the philosophy of the perpetuity of life we find
thiat even the human body, with all its organic
functions and skiHful arrangements, cannot extend its existence without constant supplies of rich
nourishment appropriated from the external
realm. 'The millld itself must receiv:e inmruction
and in:iiormiation by external peirceptfon. The
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body would dwad and die, wd the mental life mil
of development left to thea:ns1el¥es. Food for the
former and truth for the latter and these supplied
by the intervention of externalities, is the law of
extended existence in the phy;sical and metaphysical world.
This rule not only holds as intimated above, hut
applies with double force in regiard to the salvation and preservation of tihe soul. JDverywhere in
the Bible we are besvught to look beyond and
above ourselves for the help that was laid upon one
that was migihty. Ye must he bvm from above, is
the sina qua non of entrance into the kingdom. Every fluttering bird, struggling beas;f;,,and sprinkling
priest in the old dispensation, representing the
neoessity of extiernal agency point to Jesus., the
antitype by whom ,and thriough wJJ.om alone we are
to receive life and lifte more almndantly. The dry
bones of the valley in Ezekial',s vision, rattled, rose
and came together at the voice v-f prophecy, and
were bound with sinew and clothed with fl.et>h 1and
yet all this was effected by an external force as was
the finishing touch, the .gust from the winds of
heaven, that gave them life.
Again, it is neooseary Uhat the new man (a re8Jl
principle of divine life) be put on,as :formal works
and ritualistic services, which are often furnished
as :substitutes, ·aire not sufficient to regenerate.
"N.n+ by works of righteousneS's which we have
done, but BJCoording iJo his mercy he sav:ed us by
the wasih.inig of regeneriation and the renewing of

8
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the Holy Ghost" (Titus 3 :5). The sculpt.or may
with ohise.1 and hammer, bring the perfection of
form from the rough block of Ol"UOO marble, but
he can.oot add to the polished! piece of statuary,
however beaiutiful ihe may malre it, that inde.fin..
able an!d inestiJin.able boon of real life. N vr can
the artistic painter infuse life inrfx> his charming
production wihich he Uh.rows upon the canvas.
However the true objoot.B of which iJhese are hut
the mere cl.aasical shadows, oould not depend upon
art and skill for existence. Yet the creative gen..
ius of the '1'immortal" .art:iist could ais easily and
nearly supe:rinduce the essential element of life
to his specimens as the priest or preacher could
impart divine life around the 1communion rail or
ai the baptistry. Forms and ceremonies can never
impart the grooe whic:h they, in the divine economy, are us100 to 1signify. Nothing sihort of a persona1 and appropriative contact with divinity will
enliven 1Jhe roul, kindle holy fire upon the aJtar of
the heart, and establisih within the individual the
principle of life. The new man must be put on the
throne of our spiritual nature.
II. PuT UNDER. ''I keep under my body and
bring it into subjection.: lest that by any means,
when I hav;e preached to ·others, I myself should
be a castaway'' (1 Cor. 9 :27). Here is the Scripture tha1t teaches Uhe true doctrine of suppression.
What are we to suppress or keep under is the question. Tlhe new man is to be put on and the outwiard man is fo be put under--euppr€66ed. What
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wholesome n;divioo this. Tihere are natural appetites that mUJSt be guarded, physfoal infirmities tharb
need to be watched and legitimate desires to be
kept in bounds of temperanee. It is the greatest of fallaicies to caJ.J. these things sin, f vr it is
plainly srtated in the Bible that evfilY sin that a
man doeth is without tili.e body. Our physical
are to be yield€<d as oorvanra of right.eousne&:> unto holiness. 'Tlhe h01dy itself is tJo be presenibed a holy sacrifice in order to prove the good, aeooptable and perfect will of God. It takes more
than the physical and chemical elements that go
to make up the external and
part of the
human orgiaililliation to constitute sin. '1.Tue intelligence, motive and will must be brought info play
and in them are invested iihe p01Wer to wilfully
transgre;.s a known law-to commit sin. The soul
thrut sinneth it shall ·die. How ahs!llrd then that
antinomian view rthat aft€1" regeneration the soul
cannot sin, but the body s,fils ·oonstantly and necessarily.
'There are ·other teacher.s wlho, while they dio not
claim that the body per se commits actual sin,
yet
thrut sill (inbred) <llwe1ls in the flesh
(body). Acoordin:g to this thevry the atonement
is insufficient, the
of ·CTurisit w'ho came to
destroy the works of the devil,is a failure. If Batan
could inject sin in the body and Christ could not
take it ou.t, the whole plan of salvation wou1d come
to a halt and the pandemonium of OOll would
shvut the viclory over the Lamb.

10
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Siuch is not poSclible, for the keys 0£ deaith and
bell aind the grave are hangimg to the girdle of the
King of kiDJgs and DoTd of lol.'lds. B€Sides the
term fl.iesih as u.sed in these connections means the
carnal mind. Hience thiere is no reason in the
U!D.iverse why we shou1d not know the truth which
makes :us free indeed-free :from sin and give us
fmit unto holinms.
Let
then 1ais Paul keep our hoidrie.s under and
bring them into subjection-in other words let us
"suppress" them and by eo d:oi.n:g impress the
world al.'lound us th·at there is a r-eality in the holiness whiei.1. we profes:s. Wie wrn have plenty to
oocupy us in war.ding the enemy off and subjugating and regulating the outer man without keeping a little 1supply of s,in in some r·emo.te oorner of
our eristenoo, the "suppression" of which is
thought to be neciess1ary to .give us employment and
keep us humble. ·Therefore put the hody under
and be not a castaway.
III. PuT OFF. ·That ye put off concerning the
former convers·ation the old man. Knowing
this that our oM man is crucified that the body of
sin might be ·destr.oyed. The Greek word for "put
off" is apotheomai and the one for destroy
in the pass•age quoted is lcatargeo. The meanings of these words respectively as given by
lexical ·authority are first to thrust away,
to reject. The second one, to make idle,
to render inoperative, to bring to naught. In
order thait we may understand the strength, inten1

1

1
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sity and nature of these words from the original
describing wihat must be done with the old man,
let us try them in other pasSiages iof Holy Writ,
or ratiher let us eee how the divinely inspired writers employed them. Acts 7 :27, But ihe that did
his neighbor wrong thrust ( aposatoo) him ·away.
Acts 13 :46. "It was necessar.y thait the word of
Godshould firsb have been spoken to you; hut seeing
ye put ( apotheisthe) it from you, we turn to the
Gentiles." Rom. 11 :1. "I say then, Rath G.od cast
away ( aposatoo) his people? God forbid." 1 Tim.
1 :19. ''Holding faith arrd a good ·Conscience; which
S-Ome having put away ( apoosamenoi) ·concerning
faith have made shipwreck." Roon. 3 :3. "Shall
their unbelief (katargesei) makJe the f.aith of God
without effect?" 1 Oor. 1 :·28. "And the i:Jhings
which are not to bring to naught ( k(J)tMgese)
things that are." 1 Cor. 2 :6. "Nor of ·the princes
of this world that come to naught" (katargowme1

non.)
These instances reveal the potency of the word
for put off ·and a.}so destroy. Tihe man who thrust
away M'OOOs certainly did not desire to "suppriess"
him as a slave, hut with all the earnestness of an
irritated soul, he wished to g.et rid of him or to
banish him friom his presence or absolutely have
nothing in eommO!D. with him The same is true
in regard to the Jews' attitude toward the gospel
of Ohrist delivered to them. ·They uUerly ignored
it and rejected it with such emphasis and decision
a:s to oause the Apostle to leave them and ·turn to

12
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the Gentiles. This is a case ,of complete apathy
toward and entire separation from something.
When the question was asked "Has God cast away
his people?" the same Wvl"d was employed. Here
it can mean nothing e1s·e than perfect separation
from-every bond of union, every rurd of attachment forever severed.
Of course the reply was
negative, bUit the meaning of the verb could have
been no stronger had such been the attitude toward
his people. Tlhe shipwreck of Hymenrueius and
AlexanJder d<Jesn't :f.avor the the01ry of the S.uppre&si0tniste very much, if the o1d man is to be scuttled, twis.ted, and torn and smashed like lightning,
wind and wave demolishes a ship.
Tihe term destroy speaks for ii1lelf. Ii the old
man is crucified that the body of sm migiht be destroyed, it begins to look rus though there 1s a faint
possibil1ty of getting rid of this troublesome ''nature." Tihe refe:r:ences fl"om Oorinthians are easily understood and .are decidedly on the side of
the Emdicationist. T!he stricmgest word, priohably,
is the one used in Col. 2 :11. "In whom a1sio ye are
circumcised with fue cireu.mcisfon made without
hands in putting off the body of the sins of the
flesh by the circumcision of Cihrist." It is apekd!usei, :found in no other writer, but ,0tnly in this passage. The ooruble prepVBrition shows its superlative
strength. A po means from and ek also means
from, both unit.ed means "sure enoogih" from.
So if language stands for anything we can be compiletely cleansed and entirely delivered from the
1
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\>ld man or inbred sin in this Iif.e and throughout
eternity.
Praise God !
The only verse that apparently supports the
Keswick side of the question is Heb. 2 :14-that
hlirough deaiili he might destroy him that had the
power of dleath, that is, the devil. Henoo they
woold make us me.an that God was going tv annihilate the devil hi.Inrelf. Of cour.se this view is
unrbenable. 'Dhe text evidently m€ans &at Christ
will <lies.tmoy or bring to naught the power of the
devil who is the im·tigator of sin, the wages vf
which is death. When the last enemy is destroyed
and dooth is swallowed up oif life, and the devil
cast into the lake of fire and in all the fair realms
of heaven amd! the renewed earth "Sickn€SS, sorrow,
pain and death are :£elt and feared no mvrie," fue
victory wilil be complete. Tlhe devil's power in
bringing ,about death will then be fully and forevel"
de&troye<l. The only difficulty wfilatever in the
passage is the rhetorical figure, a metonymy, putting the caJUse for the effect.
Since the "old man" can and must be put o:f?
in this life, at what particuilar time it may be
asked may this work be accomplished?
As this sin principle of carnal mind cannot be
repented of, forgiven, aidopted or regener.ated, i.t
is safe, reasonable and scripturial and in harmony
wibh experience and consistent with the various creeds of
Christend10m to
say that
our complete ri<ldanoo therefrom is not efiooted
in, by or at the moment of oonversiiOn. Nor will

14
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it do to ·deny the existence of original sin when it
plainly taugili.t, largely admitted, and seDBi·
bly felt. Granting, for ·the sake of argument, that
there jg no native depravity, ihow then can we account for the universality of gui1t, the universality of deatlh rulJd .the universality -01f the aitvnement.
l:i:Lnney, the great evangelist of yesteroay, tried to
acoorunt for the univemality of guilt by saying it
it was drue Ibo free agency in the presence of temptation ,and dieclared it unphilosuiphioal to look for
another cause when one was found. ·Philosophy,
it might ·be replied, ·does not rest with a probable
·cause, but sea:vches till it :finds the real cause.
Some of the thoologians ( ?) of today seem to have
found an erutirely new remedy iJo rid thems·elves
of depravity. Instead of eeeking the blood of
J OOUIS to cleanse :it away ibhey have decided to define it awiay. If ye walk in the lighit of their theology it defineth the soul from all sin. The f.ol1-0w.ing .are -some of rf:iheir ·definitions : "'Depravity
is an inseparable aooompaniment of a life of probation and attaches to the phyisica[ entity." Rather
is it not a separable impediment to a life of regeneration anid attaches tO the physical being?
''A s-Wong liability t,{) sin." How is that for a.
pro:f.ound de:fintl.tion of carnality? 'tA keen sueoep:tibility to temptaition." Yet those of the Zinzendtorfian peIBuasi:on, or the one blessingists contend that this is all that remains in the heart vf
the truly regenerated. However, Paul in fue third
cliaptm of 1 Oor. calls it carnality. "I brethren,

mso
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could not speak unto you ais unto spiritual, but as
unto carnal, even baboo in CihrilSt. I bave fed you
with milk an:d not with meat, ih1therbo ye were not
able to bear it, neither yet Il(YW' iare ye able, fnr ye
are yet carnal." They were babes in Christ, certainly regooerated, still they were carnal. It is· daim..
ed by one, high in authority, thrut these Cbrinthians were not normal in their regeneration, giving
us another definition of carnality, perchance the
"abnormality of regeneration"-they were not in
the highest enjvyment of regenwation, we admiit.
They were oorbainly in Ohris·t, and must have been
in a state of mrmal regeneration when they first
entered that state, but ait that .time they were oarnaJ, otherwise the apostle should have said ye are
again carnal instead of ye are yet carnal.
Once more, it is ·claimed that if people can be
cleansed from ·all inbred sin in this life .their posterity would be born pure. If the parents are
holy the clrildren will
be posses·sed with inbred sin. Tihat may sound plausible and there
i<S more :sound than sein'Se in it. ''iJ3ut wilt thou
know 0 vain man," that .superinduood qualities are
not transmitmec1 by natural genemtiion. lit is not
a fact in nature that qualities are transmitted by
thosB who do not possess the qualiti€·S through
whom or which they are transmilfJted. The immed-.
iate parentage of a black lamb may be white. Holiness in the parents of the child was acquired by
a special act of f.aiiih on the part of the individual
and is not tranaferiable, The presence vf this holi-

16
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nESS in ilheir hearts expels sin. Holiness is not
extended in ilhis form ro h clri.1d, hence there is
:nothing of the acquired natnre of hol.i.nesl8 in its
heart. The absence of holiness therein opens tbJe
gatie for the presence of inbred sin, as all must
have onie or the orther. 'The parents being unable

to transmit their acquired holiness and not having
inbred sin they oou1d not in the regular, direct and
way tmnsfer that. Tlhe geneologioal
inheriJtanoo uf the child aocrues from a more remote ancestry even from Adam..
Tih.e new mnn, therefore, must be put on, ilhe
outward man mrust be put under, the inward man
put right, and the old man pll!t off; hence thB
Soriptural puttitng.

SERMON II.
GOD'S CALL TO SINNERS AND BELIEVERS.

Rev. A. M. Hills.
"Submit yourselves therefore to God. Resist
the devil, and he will flee from you. Draw nigh
to God and he will draw nigh to you. Cleanse
your hands, ye sinners; and purify your hearts, ye
double minded." James 4:7, 8.

There are two great moral forces in the Universe. There are two great supreme leaders--only
two. Them are only two kingdoms,-the kingdom of light and the kingdom 0f darkne:s. None
of us can be indifferent spectators of these rival
powers, for we are subjects of the one or the other.
There is no neutrality. We must follow one of
the two commanders named in the text. We are
the prizes for which they contend in ceaseless war..
fare.
''The soul of man, Creator's breath,
"\Vhich keeps two worlds at strife;
Hell moves beneath to work its death,
And heaven to bring it life."
I. Notice the sublime, God-given p0wer of the
human will. Hear these sharp commands that
ring out like the crack of a rifle.
"re17
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sist/' "draw-nigh," "cleanse," "purify," ''be-afflicted," "humble-yourselves."
'rhere is not a
hint here at Calvinistic, "moral inability," either
in saitnt or sinner. Neither is there any suggestion here that some day God will come tv the elect
with a sovereign, irresistible grace, and surely infallibly convert them. This i.s in some creeds and
theologies; but it is not in the Bible.
No, the Infinite God calls upon man to bestir
himself, awake out of the stupid sleep and carnal
security of sin, yield his obstinate will, go out of
the sinning bu.siness, and "submit to •Gud." He is
commanded, just as he is and where he is, to cease
running after the devil and "draw nigh to God."
T1here is not a hint of any inability to obey.
0, men coddle themselves. They play the baby
act. They excuse themselves for their wickedness
by denying their ability to quit sinning. Such
talk insults conscience, denies consciousness and
mocks God.
When Finney was a young, unconverted lawyer,
he attended a Presbyterian church. His pastor
would preach about repentance, urge the duty to
repent upon the congregation. But he would invariably close by telling the congregation that
none of them were able to repent until God was
pleased in His own time to give them the ability
and the irresistible grace. Again he would preach
on faith and the duty to beJieve in Jesus and be
saved; and close by telling them that none of
them could believe until God gave them the abil-
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ity and the irresistible grace. Of course, then the
elect could not help repenting and believing and
being saved. Moreover, all the non-elect must go
to hell because of the lack of ability and irresistible grace.
To the astute, legal, logical mind of Finney,
the absurdity of such preaching was next to infinite. And no wonder, for it makes God directly
responsible for all the unrepentance and sin of
our wicked race. How utterly false such teaching is our text clearly indicates.
II. The text shows that the devil can be successfully RESISTED. No man need serve him. "The
way of the transgressor is hard," but no man is
compelled to walk in it for lack of ability to resist the devil and get out of it. We do not need to
be dragged into sin or corralled into hell. The
devil is mighty; hut he cannot conquer us in a
fair fight. He is compelled to
to "DEVICES."
Any man can rise up in his God-given
might and vanquish Satan and all the imps of
hell. If a man sins it is because he chooses to.
If he goes to hell, it is by his own consent.
Then, 0 man, "Awake to righteousness, and sin
not!" Arouse you! Shake yourself, like Samson
in his chains and break away from the toils of Satan. ''Resist the devil and he will flee from
you."
III. "Draw nigh to God." By your own choice
of soul, tear away from Satan, run towards God
and cry for His help.

20
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1. ''Submit." Throw up your hands in uncon·
ditional surrender, and God will make peace with
your soul. Ground your arms of rebellion, and
coDBent to the government of •God that it is holy
and to the divine law that it is good. Own up
before the Universe that "the judgments of the
Lord are true and righteous altogether."
2. With all your sins and the story of your
shame on your lips, run to His bosom, and His
heart will be drawn toward you. The parable of
the Prodigal ·Son is a picture 0£ God's willingness
to receive any repentant child. The ring of adoption and the robe of grace and the feast of pardoning love, and the Father's smile of reconciliation
await any sinner who will only turn to God.
IV. ''iC1eanse your hands, ye sinners." 'I'he
hands represent the doing, the voluntary deeds
of men. To cleanse the hands is to forsake sin.
The prophet Daniel said to Nebuchadnezzar:
"Break off thy sins by righteousness, and thine
iniquities by showing mercy to the poor."
Again, to cleanse the hands is to get justified
from the guilt of sin, the liability to punishment.
It is to be pardoned and made at peace with God.
It is to have the conscience made clean by the
cleansing blood. It brings peace of soul to David
after the commission of adultery and murder. It
makes Peter comfortable after his wicked cursing
and cowardly denial of his Lord. It will bring
a sense of peace with God to any sinner's heart.
v. '"Purify your hearts, ye DOUBLE-MINDED.""
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Who are double-mindecll people? Surely the sin·
ner is not. He has ''the carnal mind which is enmity against God." That carnal mind led him into sin and keeps him there. His subordination to
the carnal mind is the very thing that constitutes
him a sinner. The carnal mind makes one man
worldly, and another covetous, and another intemperate, and another impure. It makes all of them
alike sinful. They have a single mind to indulge
appetite anc1 passion as prompted hy desire, and
in disobedience of reason.
You let one of these sinners become regenerated
and immediately :he has a double mind. Regeneration implants in him the choice of God as hie
supreme portion, and gives him a mind, an intention to please and serve him. But regMeration
does not remove the ''old man," the "carnal
mind." All theologies of the world admit this.
'"Sin," "indwelling sin," " the carnal mind," remains. So the justified Christian has the regenerated mind and ''the carnal mind" coexisting in
his heart. Paul pictured such a man in vivid language, as if it were himself, in these words: "That
which I do I allow not: for what I would that do
I not; but what I hate, that do I. It is no
more I that do it but sin that dwelleth in me.
When I would do good:, evil is present within me.
I find a law (a uniform tendency) in my members warring against the law of my mind and
bringing me into captivity to the law of sin
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which is in my members. 0 wretched man that
I am, who shall d€liver me from the body of this

death!"
It is an awful picture; but every Christian of
much experience in the justified life knows its re·
ality. He has himself felt the inner strife and
the contentions of civil war in his own soul. Two
minds,-the one loving, the other hating Gvd.
Now provision has been made for the crucifixion of this "oLD MAN," this "CARN.AL MIND.'' A
cleansing blood has ·been shed. A sanctifying
Holy Spirit has been given. A Pentecostal hles·
sing is ready. Any Christian who will cast himself on God in utter s·elf-abandonment and full
consecration, and will believe for this blessing
can have it. Holy Ghost fire will ·burn out the
"carnal mind," and he will know the unutterable
blessing of a pure heart. With purity will come
power and equipment for larger service.
0 reader, consent to it; be determined to have
it: pay the price, and the sanctifying Spirit will
fill your heart, and take pos.s·ession of your life.
"And the peace of God that paseeth understand·
ing shall keep your heart and mind through
Christ Jesus." A.men r

SERMON III.
CONSECRATION TO GOD.
Rev. R. L. Selle.
"She of her penury hath cast in all the living that
she had." Luke 21 :4.

I want to talk to you to-day on the subject of
consecration to God, and have selected as a Scripture lesson, Luke 21 :1-4, which reads as follows:
"And he looked up, and saw the rich men casting their gifts into the treasury. And he saw al.so
a certain poor widow casting in thither two mites.
And he said, Of a truth I say unto you, that this
poor, widow hath cast in more than they all. For
all these have of their abundance cast in unto the
offerings of God: but she of her penury hath cast
in all the living that she had."
The latter clause of the fourth verse is thi'
text : HShe of her penury hath cast in all the living that she had."
The time of the incident from which this lesson
is taken was Tuesday of Passover week; the place
was the Temple in Jerusalem, and the
was that of receiving the o:fferings,commonly called
"taking the collection." The money was not gath28
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ered at that time by means of "passing the hat.''
A chest or "treasury" wa.s placed on the altar,
the contributors arranged in lines and marched in
front of the altar, each dropping hit; gift into the
treasury. On this particular occasion "Jesus sat
over against the treasury," on the platform, and
"'he looked up" as the people came down the aisles
to make their offerings to God. He saw the amount
contributed, the amount retained, and understood
the motive back of each gift. He ob.served care·
fully the rich, the poor, the men, the women, the
old, the young as they approached the al tar with
their offerings.
"And he saw also/' the "'also" gives a personal
charm to the narrative and points out and emphasizes something special. There was nothing
strange, nothing out of the ordinary in the "rich"
nor in the "all these" of the lesson, but there was
something strikingly personal in the "also." "And
he saw also a certain poor widow caeting in thither
two mites." The extremes had met; the contrast
was evident, and Jesus said: "Of a truth I say
unto you, that this poor widow hath cast in more
than they all : for all these have of their abundance
cast in unto the offerings of God: but she of her
penury hath cast in all the living that she had."
The rich gave "of their abundance," probably a
tithe of their income for a stated peri-Od of time,
feeling no doubt that they were generous and
mooting every requirement of the law touching
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:financial offerings. How different it was with the
"also" giver who "cast in all the living that she
had!" Her trembling hand held but little, but
that little was all given to God. Her possessions
were few and meager, but she was not afraid to
trust them entirely in the hand of the Lord. Back
of the gift was a heart full of devotion, rich with
love and strong in faith; her manner was sim pie
and eloquent with holy fervor. The amounts that
others gave or withheld was nothing to her. She
was worshipping God "in Spirit and in truth,"
"as seeingfuimwho fa invisible." Itisnowonderthat
Jesus "looked up" when fuat woman appNached:
the altar.
Here is a lesson un consecration, a lesson for
every Christian who is or wants to be wholly the
Lord's. "Repentance toward God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ" are required of the
sinner when he is brought into a justified state
before God; ·consecration and faith are required of
the believer when his heart is made pure. The
sinner repents and believes for pardon-the believer consecrates and believes for purity. 'There
is a wide difference between repentance and consecration; between surrendering to God and presenting (making a present of) the hody a living
sacrifice to Him. The subject today deals with the
latter and is beautifully illustrated hy the lesson
as follows:
1. The widow presented her offering to God.
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She did not make her o:ffiering to the church, to
the rabbi, to the poor, nor to be seen of the rich;
she made her offering to God. ·She did not make
her offering because the church treasury wru; empty, nor because repairs on the temple were needed,
nor because new doors to important mission fields
were opening, nor because she heard an eloquent
and convincing appeal for money; she made her
offering to God because she loved Him with all her
heart and wanted to honor Him with all her substance.
In making her offering to God the widow recognized the fact that a legal, life-binding and irrev(){!able (without sin) tra,pgaction was made.
The two mites were no longer hers ·but God's;
their ownership had been legally transferred by
mutual consent. That which had been hers was
now the Lord's, in His treasury, in his possession,
ready for his use, anywhere, any time, for any
purpose.
Even so; the literal meaning of the term consecration as applied to the Christian in the sense
of presenting his body a living sacrifice to God
is simply giviJng to God, hands, feet, lips, eyes,
tongue, ears, the whole body; heart, mind, m<>tives,
will, time, talent,influence, all, everything given to
God as fully and freely and bindingly as the widow's two mites were given to Him; not a consecration to the church, nor to service, nor a mission,
nor an ism, nor a purpose, but to God; a real,
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conscious, living transaction witnessed by angelt;
and sealed in blood. 'We are Hod's, not our own,
in his possession, for his service, anywhere, any
.time, any way; to go or stay, to rejoice or weep,
to he whole or suffer, to be something
or nothing, to live or die, "Thy kingdom come,
thy will be done." That's the way the woman
consecrated her money to God; that's the way we
consecrate ourselves to Him.
2. The widow gave "all the living that she
had." Her offering did not repre8'ent a fraction
of her possessions, large or small, but "all the living that she had." ·The rich gave "of their abundance," a tithe, or more, retaining the remainder
of their possessions for the purpose of using them
according to their own desires.
It is to be feared that the "rich" of the lesson
represent a class of people, probably a large class,
who go through .the form of consecration but do
not "present" their bodies, their all, to God. 'They
are willing to present to Him a portion of their
steps, a segment of their time, a part of their service, a small fraction of their hearts, but not
all; they are willing to give "of their abundanoe"
of motives, of talents, of words, of actions, retaining the remainder as their o\vn to be used according to their own wills. "All these have of their
SJbundance cast in unto the offerings of God."
"No man can serve two masters." God cannut
depend upon hands, or feet, or tongue, or time
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but partially consecrated to Him, for the rea.son,
when He wants to use them they may be found
in the employment of some one else. God cannot
he a partner to a divided ownership; he doesn't
deal in fractions but units. ''Render, therefore,
to Cresar the things that are Cresar's, and to God
the things that are God's." "She of her penuxy
hath cast in all the living that she had."
This, as I understand Bible terms, is Scriptural
consecration to God, nothing more, nothing less,
and may be expected to produce a Bible experience and yield Bible fruit. When w·e cvnsecrate
ourselves thus to God whether during a revival for
the promotion of holiness or not, in a church or
under a brush arbor, in the field or in our own
home, we will find "suddenly" that the time has
"fully come" for the heart to be cleansed from
all sin. Having presented our all to God naught
remains as our own. We "reckon ourselves dead
indeed unto sin." Then in a moment, in the
twinkling of an eye, immediately, apparently without €ffort on our part further than having made
the consecration to God, faith grasps the promises
of the Word, the blood of Jesus is applied to the
heart in cleansing, the Holy Spirit witnesses to
the work, and a blessed consciousness of being
"every whit made whole," "filled with the Holy
Ghost," "sanctified wholly," fills the entire being.

SERMON IV.
A THREE-WORD GOSPEL.
Rev. C. F Wimberly
Matt. 11:28, Luke
"Tarry,'' "Go."

24:49, Mark

16:15;-"Come,"

'l'he Gospel of Christ as taught by the multiplicity of sects, some with light, others with mure
light, and still othel"S with most light, is regarded
as vague and oomplicated, shrouded by a veil of
mystery. We hear from every quarter; ''Lo here;"
"Lo there," This or that. All that ever came before
us were blinded hypocrites, or dishonest biguts.
Religious conceit abounds, yet it is one of 8atan's
paradoxical twists.
The student of higher mathematics must often
simplify the algebraic propositions which are made
up of letters, figures, exponents, and signs-piling
up until theyresemble Egyptianhieroglyphics. The
student of Biblical truth is also overwhelmed by
ponderous volumes, prodigious terminologies,
bristling with Greek, Latin, Hebrew, and Syriac
phra.se.s; written not to lead men to God, and help
them to love His truth, but to show forth a great
scholarly mind.
'The land is gorged with a seminary stamp of
29
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preaching---words, wo•rds, words. What we need
is not a "Forward movement," but a great backward movement, back to the simple gospel, as
taught by Jesus, which the common people heard
gladly.
Christ never sought to teach the multitudes, but
rather shrank from them. He pouxed His whole
system of truth into a few unsophisticate1d hearts;
He simplified and focused. 1Srunbeams never
a temperature high enough to burn dry stubble;
but focus them through a convex lens and we can
kindle a fire in zerio weather. We <las.ire in this
d:isoourse to simplify the whole Gospel-reduce it
to its lowest terms. A world-wide message in
three words.

I. The first cardinal, fuDJdamental, comprehensive Gospel word is found in 'Matt. 11 :28:
"Com·e."
1. If we analyze the why of all our church machi:oory and religious literature-the teaching ·of
Jesus, the
the Holy Ghost, the organization of the church, the call of preachers, the cause
of missions ,tihie founding and endowment of colleges, it is all to enlarge, intensify, and make more
efficient Christ's invitation to come. We want to
advertise this world-wide invitation to be saved.
2. Let us analyze this great word Come. From
what and to what.
(a) There must be a coming away from sin.
T.he separ-ation must be complete. Not a part of
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us, but all--God can save no one who refuses to
give up all sin. "Leave your sins for the blood to
cover/' and you will find honey in the rock of salvation.
( b) There must be a coming away from evil
associations. "Come <mt from among them and
be ye separate," is as explicit as the coming away
from sin.
( c) In coming away from sin and evil associnr
tions, we come :away from the bondage of sin and
death. The cruel servitll!de of two worlds is struck
off the body and soul. From eternal death to eternal life.
(d) It means a coming to the Throne of mercy;
not justice, but mercy. It is coming to a place
where we can find help in every time of need.
( e) The invitation of Jesus is to the hungry,
of life, to the rest of soul, to the steadfast hopethirsty, hopeless, foot-sore world to ·come to the
:fountain of living water, to the feast of the bread
the everlasting anchor.
II. The second c-ardinal, fundamental, comprehensive Gospel wo:rd is found in Luke 24 :49,
"Tarry."
Christ laid special emphasis on this
word : "Wait for the promise of the Father," stay
in Jerusalem until you are endowed. Ile woultl
not suffer them to open the world-wide campaign
until the promise of Joel be fulfilled.
1. Here is the very core of His plan for the
world's evangelization. This His specific com-
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mand has boon diisobeyed. The "Dark Ages'' would
never have been, haid the converts continued to ta1·ry. 1900 centuries have passed and yet the world
stumbles and reeks in sin and darkness, because,
we have not obeyed our Lord's command to ta:·ry until the endueme;nt comes fr.om on high. The
church is wearing itself out trying to find a substitute for this needed power. Preachers are threatened, the people brow-beat; we hear the cry of
coveteousness, disloyalty, etc., etc., but what the
whole church needs is to tarry.. What are some
of the things being done to supply this needed
power : preachers must know more. More educaiion, more culture; the churches must be more
modern in their work of Teaching men, the buildings should be equipped, acoustics studied anid
mastered; comfort, ·convenience •aDJd entertainment
-0f the poople must be guarded. Our schools must
be endowed, great men fr.om Berlin and Uepsic
·should give OUJI' young people the best training.
More money must be given for missions. The
doors are open and we must enter.
All this is only seoondary. If the church would
go back to this original commandment and D'b ey
every need would be supplied.
2. Where must the church taTry? It must be
"upper-room" in charac:;ter. If show, pretense,
or personal ends be in view, the tarrying will be
hitless. It must be at an altar of entire consecration. Jesus sent the 120 there to cu.re them
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of ambition, of error concerning H1mself, His
kingdom, and His work.
3. How long must the church tarry-How long
must we tarry? Until entirely emptied of selfuntil the surrender is complete. This part of our
preparation was typified by the ''burnt offering."
The burnt offering all went up-it was consumed.
No part was eaten by the priests. The tarrying
must be prolonged until we be endued with power
from on higlli--until we receive the Baptism of the
Holy Ghost. Whether we seek it for service or
for cleansing, if we stop short of that t:1e tarrying
will be incomplete, and the results unsatisfactory.
An ·army without guns, cannon and ammunition
could never win a battle. Japan tried to frighten
Com. Perry when he sailed into the bay of Yokohoma by tin-pans and shouts, but they met the
stern implements of war and soon surrendered. Oh,
the church is wise these days, but it is wise in its
own conceit, and not from above. Heavenly, godly, Christly wisdom is to tm-ry.
III. T.he third cardinal, fundamental, comprehensive Gospel word is found in Mark 16 :15:
"Go." In this command lies the climax of God's
redemptive scheme, and is equally imperative a.:i
the "Oome'' or the "Tarry." M..any think it not
necessary to go; th·at it does not apply to all. J esns
said: "·Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you." T'he trouble is
n-0t that the church doos not believe we should
1
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Go; but the real trouble is that the church does
oot Tarry. It is rea.lly easier to Go than to Tarry. Those who Go before they Tarry go in their
own strength, and that mearu; without power. For
seventeen centuries we have been going without
the enduement, hence the miserable f.ailure, the
confusion before O'U.IJ." enemies.
1. The Come and Tarry are completed in the
Go, but if eithm- the first or the second be 0:11itted, Christ's plan of salvation is defeated. The Go
without the Tarry has always' been a failure,
whether it be one eminent in the schools, an ecclesiastical nabob, or a plain circuit rider. Christ's
commanding words apply to all regardless of who
or what. Let us raise a question: Who is the
offender, the man who fails to come, or
fails to Tarry or Go? Oh, you say, nothing can
be so ruinous as to irej.ect the Gospel invitation;
they are without God and without hope-they are
lost. Well, if the comers to Christ do not Go, others will be lost. If those who go fail to Tarry
their ability to reach the unsaved is largely destroyed, and whose soul is worlh most? Christ died
for all. What excuse can we give in the great day
for such criminal disobedience ?
2. Again: Can any man love God and souls,
and turn a deaf ear to the Macedonian Cry? Such
a faith is unbiblical, unchristlike, and inconsistent. I dislike the term Foreign Missions. It
has done great harm. It gives ignorance, narrow1
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ness, and selfishness a chance to look wise and unload platitudes. When the Holy ·Ghost is come
upon the church-ignorant, narrow, selfish-she
at once begins to testify at Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria, and unto the uttermost parts of the earth.
There :is no authority foir a division of our prayers
or labors. Those qualified were given work under
the Holy Ghost in the regions beyond.
3. Another thing I see under the sun: enthusiasm, leaderghip and apparent zeal forr foreign work
and no interest ·whatever for the lost at our doors.
A layman gives $5,000 for Foreign Missions, $1,000 special for Cuba, and not one cent to support
a Door of Hope for the fallen girls within six
blocks of his home. Who has not listened to
bright, touching papers about the heathen, while
throat ·and ears dazzle with gems sufficient to support a worker for two yearsf-100 times as mueh
spent for tobacco as for the M:acedoni:ains-the
price of two rouls on -0ne finger.
4. Who shall Go? This is answered by asking
who shall come? One is co-extensive with the
other. The one who comes only, is self-centered;
God saves no one for himself unless ·at death, a.a
the dying thief. The one who Comes must Go,
or be untrue to a sacred charge.
5. Where shall we go? ·The wide, wide world
--every creature. '"The world Heth in sin and
darkness." "Jesus is the Light of the world."
Where shall we go? To those of our own house-
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hold; to those about us. If we do not seek and
pray for the nearby ones, our prayers and labors
will end with their beginning.
'The Go is as wide as the .atonement. "Not interested" you say. Nearly l,000,000,000 unsaved
in the regions ·beyond. 100,000 die daily-each
tick of the watch a soul goes out into micln:ght
darkness-10,000 sold into slavery .each year. Do
you not see the happy villages of Africa raided
by ArabEf-all who can not travel are killedbabies thrown from the point of bayonets into the
grass. 10,000 pure girls sold into lives of shame
to pay vows to the gods.
Let us all by the grace .of God, Come and Twrry
and Go.

SERMON V.
HOLINESS AND THE CHURCH.
Rev. Joseph H. Smith.
"I speak concerning Christ and The Church."
Eph.. 5:32.

Let us hear, at the outset, just what it is that
this inspired apostle speaks e<>ncerning Christ and

the Chur0h. It sounds very much like a love
story; and presents an .anafogy from love life.
"Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ also
loved the Church, and gave Himself for it; that
he might 1sanctify it and cleanse it by the washing
of water through the word, that he might present
it to himself a glorioUJs church not having spot or
wrinkle, or any .such thing, but that it should be
holy and without blemish."
This, then, that He speaks concerning Clhrist
and the Church will form the basis of our remarks this morning; thait we may have the right
conception of the Church; that we may treasure
our relation to her; that we may recognize the
Church as furnishing the great avenue for holiness work, and our respective relation to her and
to her ministry as most valuable to this end. And
sublime remore especially thait we may know
37
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lationship into which we are br,ought with Christ
Himself hy reason of our place in His Church, is
the purpos-e of our message to-day.
Few know it, but it is true that I o.nce came
very near becoming a come-outer. This is the
way it happened. My sensittive soul became pained
and distreesed at what corruptions I saw in the
Church, and because of her sectarian di visions,
her self-seeking ministers her amu.sements, sidesh0ws, and questionable means of making money,
etc. I began to reason that to remain in the
·C1rnrch amid such conditions compromised my
ccru;cience and that I must "come out" and be
s9parate. Fortunaiely though, I had a friend, a
rich counsellor, deep in piety, versed in the things
of the Spirit, matured in judgment and in love,
"Old John Thompson," we all about Philadel·
phia called him. He was the young preac'hers'
friend. I went to him in my distress. :somewhat
to my surprise he agreed much with me. Said
these things were wrong, and they distUT1bed his
own soul, too. But he had prayed them through
and found that perfect love's plan amended
church conditions that were neither ideal nor
perfect. Then he asked me these two questions :
"'Bro. :Smith, -do you think in these matters the
church is any worse than it was when she had still
strength left to give you birth into the kingdom?"
"No," I promptly said, "No, only I notice it
more." ''Well, then again, Brother Smith, do
1
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remember how she led you into the Canaan of perfect love; and would you cast off whatever might
be able to do that for a young convert, as pla:n a.s
the church weakness is, nowadays, supplemented
by so many auxiliary means of promoting holiness?"
Well, that settled ·COme-outism f·or me. I've
never had any trouble on that point since. I prize
the Church above all institutions on earth, and
will employ all my ministriffi and all the means
of spreading holiness to help rather than hurt
the Ohurch my 'Savior bought with ID.s pTecious
ib1ood.
We must take several views of the Church.
First as a ·temple. The great divine infinite
beauty is not to be all revealed in any one of us as
an individual. Not the one, hut all are the temples
of the living God, and Gvd's dwelling is in the
midst of 'llS, an·d the Church viewed in this sense
is the incarnation of the H-0ly Ghost. Just the
same a:s the man Jesus was the incarnated Son.
God in the individual was the Christ. God in the
body of believers is the church. I look at the
church again, and: it is called the household of
faith; and this is what this epistle 'beautifully
expresses. Don't know that you will find it anywhere else in the Bible, representing the church
as a family, ibut here it is more plainly and beautifully put. He says: "The whole family in heaven and earth." The whole family-think of it.
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We are not in a different family from those who
have gone before.
We are around the same
friends with Abraham, with John, with Wesley
and with Knox, etc. It is an unbroken family.
Some have gone up to the second story parlor,
while we remain in the basement, but we are in
the one house. It is the family of God.
Jesus is preaching and some one tells Him that
His relations are with<mt wanting to speak with
Him. "Ris mother and brethren." He says,
''\Vho is my mather and my brethren. ·These
are my kinsm€n who do the will of my Father.
They are my loved ones." Tihe Church is t.he
family of God, and we are in that family.
We look at the Church again as the repository
of inspire.d truth. Paul speaks of the Church in
this way. It is the pillar &nd ground of the
truth. And you and I, if we are members of the
true Church, are stewards of the truth of God.
I look at it again and it is an observatory.
The O.hurch is a watch-tower and an observatory.
From its summit, the watchman sees the stars of
hope and reads the promises of coming glory.
Again the watch-tower of the church is to i:ead
signs of the times, to seal the destiny of nations,
to see from this top view the will of God, and
give a warning unto the heedless and sinful that
are not in the church. A g-reat many are not on
the wa.y to glory, and I have thought sometimes,
beloved, that the watch..fowers in our t,emples were
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being negleated. We have a sure word of prophecy.
I luok at the Church again J.S a great
military army. Now brethren and sisters you will
find the places of your destinations. I don't say
we will ever be without ·denominations; I cannot
tell that. Denomina tionalism is one thing and
sectarianism is an01ther thing. There are some
houses built with but one room. But these different
denominat.ions are different rooms opening into
the one great court of the Lord. You are right
neveT to relinquish the s-pirit of army loyalty. If
you are a Baptist, you ought to be failthful. If you
are a Methodist you ought to be faithful. If you
are a Presbyterian, you ought to 1be faithful. That
spirit of loyalty to the churcih is right carried to
a certain stage. Oollege spirit is right, national
spirit is right, and so you and I as we belong to
the different regiments in this great army, want
this spirit; nevertheless, we mus.t rise higher than
our own regiment, for it is· not the whole thing.
We may have a proper place for state pride, loyalty and citizenship, but we have a -still greater
place for national loyalty to the head of our federal gowrnment. Just so with us, we want to be
true to our respective regimente, and ever loyal
to the whole army.
I want t-0 find in a moment the corner stone of
the church, and try and see whether or not you
are in line. But please linger here. The inter-
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denominational spirit of holiness, while it means
death to sectarianism, is not death to loyalty. We
are members of different churches, and have the
right to holiness in our different regiments, and
I would never give up that righit except by force.
I would purpose as a member of i!he church to do
my best in the sprea.d of holiness, and use my
church members:hip and ministerial relations to
their fullest extent for Holiness. So I would
have you treasure the membership of your particular church.
You never hear from this pulpit anything that
would draw you away from your own church obligations. We despise !sectarianism on one hand
and come-outism on the other, but we urge you
to be loyal to your own denomination and church,
and. there .stand for holiness. You hear some people say, our c!mrch has more holiness
yours;
come over wHh us. No, your church has but littde
holiness, and if you have any, you had better e/ay
lest they have not any at all. Let your light
Shine there. We must not narrow down to that.
Whe.ther Baptist, Methodist ·or ·any other church
where we find the need of holiness, we have
a mission with that church in the spread of it,
as well as in the great interdenominational movement alone.
The g-reat thing to know is, wlhether you are in
the church or not. The poSt.libilities arC' that some
of you are not. Oh. you may say Bro. Smith,
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I belong to this, that or the other church. But
let me ask you to hold a minute. I get siek at
heart when I go to great conventions and conferences and hear ministers get up and tell how
many members they have, and so on.
Look here, if some one in your house, \lr in
your family connection takes the dropsy, would
y-0u go aill around town telling peuple how big
they are getting? The bigness of many of the
churches is dropsy. It needs tapping instead of
publicity, and I want you to be very careful how
big yours gets, because it may need a surgical
operation. I recall a brother, friend of mine. The
last time I saw him he was at a campmeeting
where he had gone for a rest. He came under the
influence of holiness preaching, and I remember
well the Sunday morning while I was preacthing,
he plunged in and was sanctified wholly. He was
pastor of a large cihurch. What was the first
thing do you think 'he did as a result of his entire sanctification? He turned 0ut 100 members.
He tells that since that time they have ha-d &
steady stream of God's saving power, and persons
have not only been ooming into his church, but
into the true church of the living God.
You wi11 .find various efforts put fvrth, and
ideas advanced that the church is an organiz.ation
or institution for society and the like.
'r.he
church is a body. It is a divine institution and
its mission something higher than reform wol'lk.
1
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These are only secondary to the church itself.
Tlhe church itself does not stand on this, the ban
of human institution. The church is built on
whait? Some one will tell us that it is built on
Peter. I was very much amazed on a recent visit
to New Orleans when I was carried around in
the mo ming and saw the children kiasing the
great toe of an :image of Peter as an act <Yf. worship. It pained my heart to see folks in our own
country and even so near us doing this. Beloved,
Peter is not the rock upon wihich the church ia
built. You will remember the time rthat Jesus
said unrto Peter, '"Thou art Peter and upon this
rock I will build my church." Before the day wae
over, Jesus had to rebuke Peter .as an ally of the
devil. It is not Peter. What is the rock? It is
important to know what the oorner stone of the
church is, for from this we will get what constitutes the m.emibership of the church. What <lid
Jesus mean when He said "Upon 1Jhis rock I will
build my church?" It is the ·experimental knowledge 'Off Ohrist Jesus. A divine revelation in the
heart of Clhrist as iJhe Siavior. That is the rock.
The know ledge of Christ as the Messiah revealed
to the 'heart by God Himself. In other words,
an experimental knowLedge \If the Son of Gdd.
I speak here carefully and prayerfully. I want
it to be known that one of the reasons the dhurch
ie in ilhe condition it is in today is, men and women are 'brought iiDlbo the
today on another
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bai:;is than that of the saving JX>wer of the Lord
Jesus Christ.
I have just had occasion to refer to the Bap·
tists. I feel safe about a church ·tihat requires a
testimony as to the saving power of J e,sus Christ
and not simply the acceptance of a creed. My
brethren and sisters, I don't care how long you
have been in the Baptist, :Methodist, or the Presbyterian, or any other church, if you !have not been
born again, you are not in the true church; you
are not in the church of the living God.
The spiritual knowledge of Christ as the Son of
et-0d is the corner stone. I want to see the time,
brethren and sisters, when those who administer
the affairs of the church will wake up along this
line, for their own ·sakes and for the sake of those
coming into their church.
I had a friend,-what a grand man he was.
He was a father to Illinois Methodism. He came
to the dhurch at one time that was badly .split and
torn. T:here was one element that would not work
with another element. He d€alt with them
tiently, and £.rst went to 1See them personally and
tried to bring them together, but there was no
revival.
He a-stonished the eongregation ·one morning
by saying, I am going to open tJhe doors of the
c'hurch. They knew no one had \been converted,
no professionis, and it had only been customary to
open the doors of the church when someone had
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been converted. Re said to them, "It is going to
be the back door, and I want filie following members to come forth." He called forward several
officials and their wives, and a few who were not
officers. WitJh tears streaming down his cheeks
he said to them : "You have become a curse to the
church; you ::have hindered God's work, and you
have been in tJhe way of the salvation of soul&
for several ministries. I have dealt with you personally, I lhave visited your hom€6 a.nd tried t.o
bring about a revival. N <YW without causing the
church any further disturbance, I want you, as
you gave your hand years ago to the pastor to
join, I want YO'U to take my hand: and withdraw."'
M€n and womm withdrew, realizing that they
were without the church of God. The result was
a great !'levival season. T:he community was mov•
ed, hearts were stirred and for weeks the revival
went ·on, and before the weeks had closed, most
of those who had withdrawn, had been converted
and brought back into the church again.
Brethr·en and sisters, I fear that the church in
many places has gotten on a wrong footing. The
eagerness for members and iihe desire for social
position have been so great that they have shifte'1
away from the real church foundation. All those
who are in the church on any other basis ather
than that of experimental religion, are not in t1te
dhureh at all. They are in a shed adjoining the
church. Only those who know Ohrist as their
1
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Savior are in the reail. church. Now, friends,
don't be in a hurry to get them out of the shed.
Have an altar, try to get them converted and
brought into the true churcih of the living God.
I speak concerning Ohrist and the church, the
church without spot or 1blemish.
In a distant city, working in a manufacturing
esfa'blrshment, was a young woman. A beautiful
girl she was. She was of good parentage but very
poor, and with no education. She acquired the
painting art in connection with the business there,
and was very successful too. She being a very
popular young lady, the head of the firm rested
his eye uporn h€r and feH in love with her. r.Dhe
head of the concern in love with a girl in his mill
who could neither read nor write? He made provisions by which she was educated. First, by a
tutor; later she was placed in an academy, and later in college, and after college days were over,
she came back a polished young woman to be his
bride, to be the wife of his life, the queen of his
home, and to s'hare his fortunes ·and comforts. I
saw her in her home and she told me this story,
and said, "I am now helping him pour out his
money for God and for souls."
The church of God, what has it been taken
from ? What ignorance ! Jesus saw it wihen it was
no church at all, When it was only a pos:sibility,
only a germ, and He loved it. Obrist fell in love·
with the church. Have you ever wondered wh:J
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Christ never married. He
to share all hu·
man experiences that He might sympathize a.nd:
save, yet He never married. It wa.:; mt that He
disapproved of marrying. He
a marriage ceremony with His £.rst miracle. \Vas Christ
never a lover? Was !he only rdivine in His life?
Had He no human lvve? I will tell yO'U why He
never married. There was -a blending in Christ's
heart of the human and the divine, and there was
no one person to be found that oould be the object
of the .Savior's heart. So He reserved His love
for the Who.le churc!h. The whole church is the
ibride of Christ. He loves the whole church like
a huSJband loves his wif.e. Wlien a natural love
springs up in your heart, as it will, and the 00sire for companionship, let me remind you that
Chrffit also loved, and you need nut fear to hiring
this to J·et;us. You need not fear to 'bring your
'heart affeclions to the Lord.
Christ loved the church. He took her when
she was in ign0rance as did the man the young
woman. He fook her when she could neither :aead
nor write, into his society. She would have had
a life long embarrassment, ha:d he not in His wisdom rmia-de provision by which sthe oould: be fitted
and prepared .to ,be His wife. T"hey were never
embarrassed or ashamed.
Now mark, I have not said that the grace of
entire sanctification is the corner stone on which
t!he church is built. 'Illiat is a mistake when peo-
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ple say that. There are those in the church who
have only been justified, and rightly they belong
there. Little folks are what we make grown up
folks out of. So we have been careful not to say
that the grace of entire sanctification is the corner
stone of the church. Men are justified before they
are sanctiJfied, and you .have a righ.t tv go into
the church as soon as you are
Look at the church in that state; Ohriist could
have itransferred the Cihurch to heavien, but what
an embarrassment without .cleanness of heart, and
Christ would hav.e been eternally embarrassed to
lb.ave brought before the angels, and in the pres·
ence of the Father, His 'bride. I have good news
-1or you. In the centul'lies arrd millenniums to
come, Christ is never going to ·apologize for you.
He is never going to ap01o;gize because He has
made you His 'bride. He Iov.ed the church and
gave Himself for it that He migfu.t sanctify it
'fill.rough His blvod, that He might present it to
Himself a Holy
without spot or blemish.
I
tu hear wedding bells, there is a mighty
thundering, a great roaring of the seas. I seem
to hear i!he sound of a gr·eat .chorus, .and they are
all saying,
hallelujah, hallelujah,
the marriage of the LamJb is .come and: His bride
has made herself ready." T!here is a great big
day ahead of us. 'The Son of God is
going to be married. Have you the invitation?
No, you are the bride. You will be in the glory
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of the S·O!D. of God. Don't you see what a large
place the ministry to the church should oocupy ?
God doesn't do these things without agencies or
without ministry. There is a greait dea?lth in
most of our ministerings, and most of our churches, because ifuere is so little being ministered directly for the sanctification of the church, but God
hais put upon some of us that we will minister full
salvation unto every true member of the church
in order that we may be ready for the wedding of
the Lamb. Yes, this is ·a glorious church: There
are many ilhings I would like ro say about the
church.

:My ibrethren and sisters, I would never be satisfied if I were out of the
If you are
in the churclh, make sure thait you have a right
to be there. I would not be in a hurry to get
out. If you find that you do not know Christ as
your personal Savior, I would sus•pend all active
d.hurch duties, but I would not withdraw. I would
.suspend teaching the 1Snnday school class should
you be a teacher. I would nort make another turn
to do anything in the church until I got right
with God. Get on the wedding garment He haa
provided. 'Ifu.en you can be a member of Methodist, Baptist or any ot!h.er church, as these are only
nicknames. I would be a member of the real
church without spot or blemish. Let us never
Never be seeking
be ·seeking t.o divide the

to put poople out.

SERMON VI.
THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD.

Rev. E. P. Ellyson•
..As long as I am in the world, I am the light of
the world. " John g :5. "Ye are the light of the
world." Matt. S:14-

1. Jesus is the Light of th6 World.
In our first text J es119 plainly declares Himself
to ibe the Li'ght of the World. It seems very
strange that any right-minded person should for
a moment question the truth of this declaration,
especially a pers0n living in an enlightened country. Who c&n read the history of the world and!
not see Christ as the Light of the World? A partial idea of what the world would be without
Christ may be seen !by a glance at the heathen who
do n0t now have the gospel. Truly this would be
a dark world if it were not for Jesus.
But the text seems to imply that this light is
only for a time. "As long as I am in the world"
might seem to indicate that Christ is the Light of
the world only so 10ng as He is in the world, and
that He will sometime leave the world. And
there is a sense in which this is true, and in an61
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other it is not true. Notice that it does not say,
"As long as I am in the world in the flesh I am
the Light vf the world." ·Being in the world today in His spiritual presence He may, so far as
the text is concerned, be the Light of the world.
But the statement of the text seems to have some
special reference to His presence in the world in
the flesh. Let us see how this is. Following His
ascension, if He is still the Light of the world
there must be a change in the manifestation of
that light. He is now no longer the Light in the
sense of HiB personal ibodlily presence in lthe
world. There is then a sense in which He ceases
to be the Light of the world. [But the Light still
shines, and shines in cv-nnection with a personal
'bodily presence.
2. The Church i,s the Light of the World.
Our second text is the statement of Jesus to
His d!isdples, informing them that they are the
light of the world. These disciples are the nucleus of the Church. That the Church is the light
of the world vught no more to be questioned than
that Christ is the Light of the world. Taking the
two texts together we are to:Jd that so long as Jesus
is in the world He is the Light of the world, but
now that He has gone out of the world the church
is the light of the world. Who would want to
live in the world to-day if there were no churches
in the world? Just think of the condition of the
towns and communities where they have no
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churches. Not one of us would want to live there,
and bring up vur children in such a place. Surely
the Church is the light of the world.
3. The Church's Light is but Reflectexl Light.
Now that we have seen that Christ is the Light
of the world, and that the Church is the light of
the world we ask, are there two lights, and doos
the church supersede Jesus as the Light of the
world? We answer, Nv, there is but one true
light. Jesus is the Light of the world, and the
Church is the light of the world only as it is the
reflector of Jesus the Light. Let us see if the
mble will not bear us out in this statement. We
will have to oonfine ourselves to two simple illustrations, one of whioh we will give very briefly,
and the other more extendedly.
4. The Golden Candlesticks.
In the first chapter of Revelation John gives us
the accQ!Unt of his :first vision. In this vision he
aees one, who evidently is Jesus rClhrist, walking
in the midst of seven golden candlesticks. In the
last verse the figure of the candJesticks is in·
terpreted. "The seven candlesticks which thou
sawest are seven churches." The candlestick is not
a light and can not shine, but it is a light-holder
and can hold the light up where it will shine. The
Church, then, is not a source of light, but is simply a light ibearer to hold up the true light. The
true light is Christ, and Christ in the Ohurch,
the candlestick, is the light of the world. By Hie
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presence in the Church He makes it the light of
the world. '1.'his is our first illustration.

5. Two Great Ligkts.
For our second illuatration we will turn to the
account of the creation of lights in the first chapter of Genesis. ""'And God said, "'Let there be
lighis in the .firmament of heaven to divide the
day from the night; and let them lhe f llr signs,
and for seasons, and· for days and years; and let
them be for light.s in the :firmament of heaven to
give light upon the earth; and it was so. And God
made the two great lights; the greater light t"
rule the clay, and the lesser light to rule the
night." Here we have two great lights and their
five fold object. They are for (1) light upon the
earth, (2) to d!ivide the day and night, ( 3) to
mark the seasons, ( 4) to mark the year, and ( 5)
for signs. All are familiar with how these lights
are for da.ys, seasons, and years, but how are they
signs? They have 'been used many times as signs
during the past, and prophecy informs us that
they will continue to be so used. For example,
"The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the
moon into 'blood, before the day of the Lord come,"
and at the crucifixion «a darknei38 came over the
whole land until the ninth hour, the sun's light
failing." But these great lights are signs in still
another sense. In Mal. 4 :2, the coming of Jesus
is spoken of as the rising of the
of Righteousness." Notice that it is sun and not son.
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The sun as the light of the world is a picture or
figure of Jesus as the Light of the world. The
sun is a sign-type of Jesus. But what of the
Ohurch as the light of the world? From Joseph's
dream and its interpretation we may discover the
figuriative interpretation of the moon. Joseph
dreamed: that the sun, moon, and the eleven stare
did him o'beisance. His father, by the aid of the
Spirit, interpreted the dream by saying, "Shall
I and thy mother, and thy 'brethren indeed come
to bow down ourselves to thee to the earth." Geh,
37 :10. By this interpretativn the sun stands for
the husband, the moon for the wife, and the stars
for the children. Jesus then is the husband, and
the moon must stand for His bride or wife. By
turning to Eph. 5 ;25, where it says, "Husbands
love your wives even as Christ also lvved the
Ohurch," and the accompanying verses, we will
see that the Church is Christ's bride or wife. The
figure of the Ohurch as the Light of the world.
The moon is a sign-type of the Church.
We are all familiar with the fact of the source
of the moon's light. The sun by day and the
moon lby night are both the light of the world.
But after all there is but one light, for the moon
is but the reflection of the light from the sun
which has now gone down. And is not this the
Church's position in the world, reflecting the light
and glory from the hidden Christ. The moon is but
a cold, dead mass and utterly powerless as a light
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except the light from the sun shines upon it. So
the Church, though it may have the best of methods, a most magnificent building, an eloquent
preacher, a superior choir, and a large, intelligent
membership, will 'be dead, cold, and formal, and
will be useless in the world except the light from
J esUB shines upon it. Behold in this the reason
for the Ohurch's lack of power in these days.
6. When Tkey Shine.
The sun and the moon are for light upon the
earth and as lights are still further signs of Christ
and the Church. Our reading in Genesis told us
that-the sun is for the day and the moon is for the
night. What a 'blessing to the world that when
the sun disapppears the moon appears to give
light upon the earth. How very dark is the night
when the moon does not shine. But. this is no
more true of the sun and moon than of Christ and
the Church. 1Christ is to rule earth's day and
the Church earth's night. Nearly two thousand
years ago the "'Sun of Righteousness" arose over
Judea's hills and began to shine from Bethlehem's manger. But this was only the beginning
of a very short day. In thirty-three brief Jears we
see this 'Sun setting, and earth's night again beginning. On Qi.lvary's cross He hung low on the
horizon, and for three hours the natural sun hid
his face and refus-ed to give his light, thus picturing the darkness of the earth without this light
of the world, now going down. But scarcely had
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this "Sun of righteousness" fully set behind the
western cloud banks until, by the coming of the
iHoly Spirit on the day of Pentecost, the Church
was formed and thus the moon arose to rule the
night. Yes, this is still earth's night, dark with
the presence of sin. Oh, what a blessing this coming up of the Church as the custodian of ligih.t,
glorious gospel light and life. Let us every time
we are out on a m0onlit night and look up and see
the beautiful moon just stop long enough to thank
God for the glorious Church of which the moon is
&ncli a beautiful type. Let us magnify the Church
in this her work of reflecting the glory of the hidden ·Christ in this part of earth's night in which
we are living.
The Church is made up of individuals and the
brightness of her light depends somewhat, at least,
upon the brightness of the shining of each individual. The Church bearing the relation to the
spiritual world which the moon does to the natural
world, brings great responsibility upon both the
Church and the individual. Just think of it!
Christ, the Light, is gone, is hidden from the vi8w
of the natural eye, and now He shines upon the
world through saved men and women. Wihat if we
should refuse to shine; how very dark the night
would 'be. rwe need to feel more largely our
individual responsibility. We are not saved simply
to have a good! time and enjoy ourselves, we must
shine. Jesus speaking to the Father concerning
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the disciples said, ''Ai; thou hast sent me into
the world, even so have I also sent them into the
world," and He commanded them, "Let your
light so shine before men, that they may see your
good works and glorify your Father which is in
heaven." T'he Lord help us to shine brightly and
reflect the light of Christ in the darkness about
us. I do pray that none may lose their way in
this night of sin because of any lack of mine or
yours in shining.
7. What Hinders the Shining.
The sun always shines. 1S0mething may intercept its rays so that they can not reach certain
objects !but nothing can stop it from shining. But
the moon sometimes does not shine at all. When
is it then that the moun does not shine? At the
same time let us ask, what it is that keeps the
moon from shining as brightly some times as it
does at other times? A little careful thought just
here will show us that the moon always shines
brightly except when the earth or something pertaining thereto gets between it and the sun. If
the earth gets ibetween the moon and the sun,
then we have an eclipse, either partial or total. If
a cloud, which is something pertaining to the
earth, gets between the moon and the sun, then
the light is dim ed to a greater or less extent. It
is just so with the Church. It is worldlineas that
hinders the shining of the Church. The Church's
light has been greatly dimmed lby her worldly
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spirit and worldly methods, and some special
churches have even gone into a total eclipse.
Worldliness will ruin any church. The wvrld in
this, her night, needs the 'brightest light she can
get. It is a great sin for the Ohurch to allow her
light to be dimmed. 'Every door of the church
should be tightly barred against worldliness. But
alas! how wide open they have been. Behold again
the secret of the Church's lack of :power and influence in the world to-day. Oh that everywhere
she would get out from behind these clouds of
worldliness where the full rays from the "1Sun of
Righteousness" can strike her directly, and reflect
from her brightly upon the earth.
Holiness is the experience the Church must have
if she accomplishes this result, if she fulfills this
her great mission to the world. Without holines·s there will be clouds to hinder the brightness
of the shining. It is holiness in the Church that
makes it a clean and polished reflector of the
divine glory. We are familiar with the statement
that without holiness no man shall see the Lord,
e.nd believe that holiness i<S essential for one to
come into the personal presence of God and look
into His face. But this truth goes farther. Only
as a man is holy can another person see .God in
ihim, and in proportion to the intensity of that
holiness will be the brightm€S6 of the light. Holiness is the need of the day, and we need to go on
perfecting holiness in the fear of the Lord. While
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they may not be loved by the worldly membership
in the iChurch yet the holy people are the true
light in the Church. It is the holy people that
largely make the Church the light oi the world,
for it is they who are in the condition to brightly
reflect the light of Ohrist. It is the holy pe0ple
that know of unclouded communion with Christ,
that pTOduce revivals, that see the display of God's
power. The Lord grant us mvre holiness in the
world, in the Church.
8. The Sun to Again Come Up.
Yes, we are praising the Lord for the glorious
Church. But as glorious as is the present position of the Church in the world its glory is soon
to be out done by the greater glory of the rising
of the
of Righteousness." The present
period of earth's night is not to continue forever.
It must give way for the glorious millennial day
when Jesus comes again to rule the world. That
the
of Righteousness" will again arise, or
that Jesus will come again can not well be doubted by any Bible read·er. The angels so definitely
annouuced that "this same Jesus, which is taken
up from you into heaven, shall so come in lik6
manner as ye have seen Him go into heaven," that
to doubt the literal second coming of Christ is to
call in question the veracity of the angels or the
Bible. And surely the second coming of the Lord
will usher in a glorious day, for then Sa.tan will
be 'bound and shut up in the bottomless pit, the
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kingdoms of this world will become the king·
dom of Christ ; holiness will prevail and righteousness will cvver the earth as the waters cover the
sea. Then will the lion and ox lie down together
and every man may sit under his own, yes his
own vine or fig tree, and nothing will hurt nor
harm him. The thorn will give way to the fir
tree and the earth bring forth in richness. 'Truly
this will he a glorious day when b0th the sun and
the moon will shine together, for Christ will reign
with His bride. 1Shall we not do all in our power
to hasten that glorious day

SERMON VII.
THE MIND OF THE MASTER.
Rev. Will H. Huff.
"But we have the mind of Christ." 1 Cor. 2 :16.
"Let this mind be in you which was also in Christ
Jesus." Phil. 2:5.

In Paul's letter to the C'orinthians, he said,
"We have the mind of Christ;" in his message to
the Philippians, he said, "Let this mind be in
you." We have in this two-fold statement O'f truth
a positive declaration and . a striking injunction.
It is the statement of an essential fact in salvation
and the injunction to realize it in experience.
Throughout the Pauline epistles he was solicitous
that the church possess in experience what was
provided in redemption. Writers tell us that the
word
in the :first ·passage is not identical
with that of the second. The first has to do more
with that spiritual intelligenice or consciousness in
its relation to divine things. The second has to
do more with the characteriitics of the mind of
the Master as He came in touch with men.
It is my purpose in this messaige to deal with
Jbe mind m Christ as to its spiritual consciout-
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ness; the mrind of Christ as to its
the mind of Christ as to the how of our fullest
possession of it.
1. The declaratio,,,_"W e have the mind of
Ghrist/'
In dealing with Christian consciousness
Paul suggests the pos·silbility of three conditions.
He sp€aks of the "natural man, who receiveth not
the things of the Sipirit of God; for they are foolishness unto him; neither can he know them, for
they are .spiritually discerned." He further declares that in this natural condition man's understanding is darkened, that he is alienated from
the life of God and that he has a heart-blindness.
Nothing could be more pathetic than to see humanity ignorant of God, unlike God, no appreciation of -God, to whom spiritual things
are ioolishness. Man alive physically, socially,
:financially and dead spiritually. Humanity dead
to deity, spends its days dealing in dust. The
sinner in his natural condition can have no Christian consdousness, for Christian consciousness is
vitally related to Christian experience and Christ.
ian experienice is vitally related to Christ.
Again he speaiks of the man who is "yet carnal.'·"
He says this man is a /babe in Christ, has spirituaJ
life, some arpipreciation of divine things, but it
hindered by something he calls carnality. This
is a sort o·f double-minded fellow hindered in
his spiritual going, hampered in his spiritual rnb.
1
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erty and mixed in his Christian experience. Multitudes have started well lbut are dwarfed to-day
because they have failed to go on to the fullness
of the blessing.
Again, he speaks of "he that is spiritual." He
says this man ·discerneth spiritual things, has the
mind of IChriist, is among them who are perfect
and to such an one he can speak wisdom. I think
Paul's terms here, "'he that is spiritual," "they
who are perfect," and '"we who have the mind af
Christ," refer to those who have 'been J>orn again
out of the natural state, cleansed from the carnal
principle and in whose life the restoration oi the
lost order is
restored. This man has a
God-icons.ciousness that is not speculation, neither
is it reached 'by logical argument, but is revealed
to the spiritually minded 'by the Holy Ghost.
With this spiritual intelligence we know God,
the essential facts of our nature have found a fitting field of oiperation and we have lbeen brought
into the true environment of our life. We have
confidence in God and delight in His will. We
walk iin His light and are unafraid in His presence. We have d:ellowship with 'God through life's
pilgrimage ;we have communion with God through
life's plans and pleasures; we have co-operation
with 'God through life's service and aietivities. We
will have a home in the city that hath foundation.
And all this is ours ibecause we have the mind of
Christ, the intelligence of Christ, the conscfous-
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ness of Chrii:;t, the life of Christ. No wonder
Paul was emphatic in his declaration when he had
in mind this central fact oi Christianity, which
was purchased for us in a plenteous redemption.

II. The injunction-"Let this mind be in you.n
Here, I suppose, we have one oi the highei:;t injunctions ever given to the people of God. 'Ye are
not only to p0ssess the mind of Christ in its spiritual appreciation of divine things, (but !We are also
to manifest the mind o·f Christ as we come in contact with men. Of course there are many who
would make themselv€6 ibusy in telling us that
this rwould be im,possible. They tell us as long as
we live here in a world of sin that we cannot walk
as He walked, love as He loved and represent Him
here among men, but where unbelief would discourage, the Word of God would encourage, and
what would be impossible with a worldling is possible with the genuinely spiritual.
Of course Paul did not mean we were to manifest the mind of Christ in all orf its scope of wisdom, greatness and power. He was infinite, we are
!finite. He was unlimited, we are limited. He
was all-wise, we are ignorant. He never made a
mistake, iwe have made serious ones. He never
took a step in the wrong direction, we walked for
years i.n the wrong way. So it does not mean we
are to p-0ssess the mind of Christ in quantity but
in quality. We cou1d take a pitcher, go to the
Atlantic Ocean and fill the piiicher out of the
1
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ocean-we did not get the whole 'body of water in
the vessel !but we got the same kind. We can bring
our small earthen vessel to the great ocean of
divinity and there /be filled in our limited capacity
with that which fills the Infinite. John say"'
"of His fulness have all we received and grace
for grace." He means by this that every grace
that grew, 'blossomed and lbore fruit in the life
of vur Lord that rwe can possess a like grace.
III. Some of the characteristics of the mind
of Christ, as they were manifest in the land oil
His ministry.
As we notice these characteristics of the mind
of the Master we will ask the Spirit to apply the
truth to our hearts and see if we !be like-minded.
1. Humility.
He
was
the
humble-minded
Christ.
If we ever have
an appreciation of the
signifi:cance o:f our Lord's humiliation we must
get a firm grasp of Paul's splendid passage to the
Philippians. We will take the verses that deal
immediately with this great fact. ''Who, fbeing
in the form of God, thought it nut robbery to 'be
equal with God, but made Himself of no reputation and tooik UJpon Him the fvrm of a servant,
and was mad'e in the likenes-s of men; and being
found in fashion as a man, He humbled Himself,
and became obedient unto death, even the death
of the cross." Here we have Paul's conception
of our Lord's humiliation. iHe takes us back
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through the eternities to the pre-existent Christ.
There he declares ihat ·Christ was in the "form of
God," but in the presence of the call for earth's
redemption, He took on Him the form vf a servant, that is, He came to the level of those needing
succor. Thus we have the stoop of divinity on
earth's redemptive mis..sion. He passed from Sovereign tv servant; for the redemption of men He
came from glory to Galilee. He not only took on
Him the form of a servant, but also "humlbled
Himself and •became dbedient unto death, even the
c3.eath of the cross." So humility was the secret
of our \blood redemption. Humility was the warp
and woof of the life of our Lord. Humility was the
oeRtral thought of His teaching. If I am to possess and manifest the mind of Christ, then I must
be humlble !he.fore God, sincere and Chrii;tlike in
my dealings with men. There is certainly no place
for self-importance or self-seeking here, 'but a
large place for the compassion of Christ in the
service fur humanity.
2. Purity.
He was the pure mided Christ. He said,"whicb
one of you convinceth me of sin?" He said, ''The
Prince of this world cometh and hath nothing
in me." He was prophetically descri bed as "the
Lily of the Valley." 'They are snow-white. His
thoughts were pure, His motives were pure, His
desires were pure, His propensities were pure,
His words were pure. His life was transparent,
1
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there was nothing streaked in H.i.s nature.
He neither
talked smut nor
listened to
smut. If we are to be Christ-minded, then
we will go forth among men, as the light of the
world, the salt of the earth, and 1be a living rebuke to the veneered devilishness of the twentieth
::entury.
3.

Patience.

He was the patient Christ. He was patient with
His friendB and patient with His enemies. His
friends were always misunderstanding Him and
His enemies were always trying to trap Him. He
held ont0 Simon Peter and said, ''I have prayed
for thee." He never gave Judas up till Judas
3aid, ''Hoiw much will you give me for
He never went to pieces under provocation and
nothing explosive waB found in His nature even
under fire. You have met that fellow who says,
"Of course I get impatient, of course I get mad,
but I am all over it in a minute." Well, the San
Francisco earthquake was all over it in a minute,
but it left things in such a bad shape that a few
more like it would put the real-estate men out of
business in that coaBt torwn. It is not the awful
out-broken sins nor the vicious, vulgar things
that are spoiling so many ,Christians, but those
little momentary heart..lbreaks with God. If we
are possessed with the Christ-mind, then patience
will have its perfect work and we will rank among
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those "who are perfect and entire, wanting nothing."
4. Love.
He was the Christ 0 f love. Back of His humility, back of His purity, !back of His patience, was
the great lorve-life. Love was the impulse of His
service, sorr.ow and suffering. He had compassion on the multitudes, wept over the city, sought
the lost sheep, prayed for His murderers and res.cued the dying thief from the jaws of unfolding
damnation. "'Having loved His own He loved
them unto the end." The old word of the decalogue is, "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God."
Christ was love revealed. Paul compares love
with everything else and gives us its value. He
analyses it and gives us its nature.
He
breaiks it up into its component parla and tells
us its duration. John says, "As He is, so are
we in this world." That is, as He is in His essential nature, so are we in our essential nature, if we have the mind of Christ. The
Apostle John uses tremendous language when he
describes this love in operation. He says, "If any
man love the world, the love of the Father is not
in him." "But whoso hath this w0rld's goods
and seeth his !brother hath need, and shutteth
up the bowels of his compassion from him, how
dwelleth the love of God in him." If any man
say, I love God, and hateth his brother, he is a
liar." This characteristic of the mind of Christ
1
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delivers ue from the world, saves us from stinginess and ena1bles us to love the rest of the family.
5. Unselfishness.
He was the unselfish Christ. He said, '''I came
not to be ministered unto, 1but to minister." There
is nothing more subtle than selfishness. No diffexence how pure our motive may be at the beginning, if rwe are not careful and prayerful they
will 'become mixed. This poisonous element is
manifest in seH-will, in that it wants its own way
and plans. It is manifest in self-indu}gence, selfcomJplacency, self-glorying, self-confidence, self..
consciousnesss, self-importance, and self-seeking.
There is no service so sacred, nv calling so high,
no precinct so holy but what it will contamina1ie
if we are not possessed with the mind of Jesus
Christ.
6. Joy.
Christ had a joyful mind. I know the Bible
says that "He was a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief," that "His visage was marred," and
that "He gave His back to the smiters," but it
also says that Jesus rejoiced in spirit. His joy
broke 0ut under the most unlikely circumstances,
as if it was not dependent on outer signs but of an
inner condition. This joy is the legacy He bequeathed to His followers. If His mind is ours,
then His joy will be our strength.
7. Aggressiveness.
He was the aggressive Christ. At the begin..
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ning of His life He said, 'q must 'be about my
Father's !business." At the close of His life He
said, ''I have finished the work thou gavest me to
do." Between those two statements He lived a
life of unceas:ing service for those who were even
unappreciative. For us to be Christ-minded, it
means that we have a blood-earn.et;tness in service
and a zeal of the Lord for work in His kingdom.
8. Loyalty.
He was the loyal-minded Christ. He never
swerved an
from truth or duty. He was loyal
to God when He was popular, He was lvyal
to truth when it cost Him His following. That
was a close sermon He preached that day when
He said, "'Except ye eat my flesh and drink my
blood, ye have no ,part with me." His disciples
said "That is a hard saying; who can hear it?''
They left the meeting, withdrew from the society
and followed Him no more, but as they departed
He did not run after them and· apologize for the
truth. 'There was a handful left. He turned to
Simon Peter and s·aid, ''Will ye go away also?''
Peter looked at the crowd going over the hill,
then into the eye of 1Qhrist, and said, ''Lord, to
whom shall we go ( Thou hast the words of eternal life." If we have the mind of Christ, we will
be loyal to truth, loyal to God, loyal to holiness,
even if some camp-followers do leave.
9. Victory.
He was the victorious Christ. For a.while it
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looked as if He were a failure. Wh·en His own
disciple sold Him for thirty pieces of silver, when
He was arrested in the olive grove, rwhen He stood
in the presence of Pontius Pilate, when He staggered down the streets of Jerusalem and struggled up the hill, when they stripped Him of His
raiment, when we listen to the sickening thud of
the hammer, when we see Him hanging between
two thieves,-it seemed as if He had failed. Hell
thought 'He was defeated and was jubilant, but it
had 'been declared through the prophet of old,
"He shall not fail." So amid the reeling earth
and darkening sun and opening graves, there was
a cry, ''It is finished." The world was redeemed
and hell was defeated. Figuratively speaking,
there was a rattling at the gates oi perdition, the
gates were twisted from their rusty hinges, and
the triumphant One walked through the ashes of
damnation to the throne of darkness and there
pulled the Prince ·from his throne and threw him
in the ashes and with one foot on his neck, said,
"I am He that liveth and was dead and am alive
forevermore, and have the keys of hell and death
and I open and no man shuts, and I shut and no
man opens." Then after the :forty days of the
resurrection, "He ascended albove principality and
power and might and dominion and every name
that is named and sat dvwn at the right hand of
the Majesty on high, waiting till His enemies
became His footstool." Victor over sin, flesh, hell
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and the grave. If we possess His mind we will
be victorious in life, triumph.ant in death and
outshine the sun in the kingdom of our Father.
IV. The method of obtainment.
How may I 'be possessed with the mind of
Christ and how may I manifest it among men.
There is just one little word in the text that gives
us the key. That little word is, "Let." This ibring'3
us to the point of personal res·ponsibility. T!b.e
whole message culminates here fur the individual.
The word
suggests a:bandonment. If we
ever come into the possession of this grace, there
must lbe a whole-hearted, absolute, positive, final
abandonment to God to ibe cleansed from sin,
made holy in heart and filled with the Holy Ghost.
When 1God speaks the second'. time, ''Be clean,"
we are then
to lbe possessed with the
mind that was in Christ Jesus.
This ,as a theory, seems easy, but to put it int"
actual practice is diffi.cult, but there is a hope for
every struggling, hungry, discouraged life. Put
the past with its failures under the blood, put the
future in God's hands, cease your doubting, abide
in the will and iword of tGod aud let Him have His
way rwith thee.
"Juet now your dou'btings give o'er,
Just now reject Him no more,
Just now throw open the d0or,
Le·t Jesus come into your heart."

SERMON VIII.
PERFECT LOVE.
Rev. Clement C. Cary.
"There is .no fear in love, but perfect love casteth
out fear; because fear hath torment. He that feareth is not made perfect in love." 1 John 4:18.

I. In the text, John does not say that one may
not love God and at the same time have some
measure of the '''fear which hath torment." ''There
ii no fear in love itself," nor in a heart completely
possessed with love, 'but there may he those who
love God truly and sincerely who have some of
the "fear which hath torment."
He does not say, "He that feareth" does not
love at all. This would be to contradict religh:ms
experience in all ages. But thiB is what he saytS :
''He that feareth is not made perfect in love,"
plainly indicating there are degrees in love. Love
in the heart is the evidence of regeneration. Fear
in the heart with love, is the evidence that some
of the "remains of the carnal mind" still exiBt.
It simply proves one is not yet made perfect in
l\lve-nothing more. Perfect love in the heart
casting out all fear is the mark of entire sancti-

fication.
'It
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''Fear that hath torment" is not necessarily
proof of an unregenerate state. Far from it. It
only proves the heart has not been fully delivered
from that which giv€S rise to this fear. Let him
who has ears to hear, heed this important truth.
Many a converted person suffers from the pres-ence
of the fear referred to in the text. 'To say that
these are unregenerate, because of the existence
of that fear, will .be to grieve those whom God has
not grieved, and cause them needlessly to write
bitter thiDJgs against themselves. It will be to
give the great "accuser of the :brethren" an undue
adv;antage over these weak disciples, who say,
"I hold thee with a tremlbling hand,
.But will not let thee go."
He who would shut these out of the kingdom of
grace displays wonderful ignorance of religious
experience, and knows precious little of the work
of grace in the human heart.
Let no true believer, who consciously loves and
obeys God, for one moment doubt his conversion
because he is harassed with this tormenting fear.
Hie trouble is
in the spuriousness of his conversion, but rather in the lack ruf perfect lov:e
which casteth out fear. Let him not conclude he
is therefore a sinner or a backslider. This is
the logic of Satan, who falsely accuses the brethren. Sinners and backsliders do not love God.
They cannot love Him till they are either changed or restored. But this believer, tlwugh he "fear-
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eth," sensibly loves 'God, and walks obediently before Him. Let himnot listen to those who would
put him in the unconverted column. Let him
rather listen to the voice which says, "Let us go
on unto perfection."
2. Here we have proof of the doctrine of "sin
in believers." Whence oomes this "fear which
hath torment," found in converted believers? for
there is no question it is found there. To dispute
it is to show great igTuJrance of this first work of
grace. This "fear" is not of graoe, but is of nature. It !belongs to the carnal mind. I ts root ii;
sin. I ts original source is depravity. It belongs
to the "'remainB of the carnal mind." I ts very
pr.esence is indicative of something wrong in the
heart, BOmething distu:rlbing in its nature, Which
does nvt ibeloog to grace. It is closely related to
un'belief, in fact it is but the natural offspring of
unbelief. It is of the nature of doubt, since a
perfect faith is directly opposed to fear, doubt and
unbelief.
Now if the "fear which hath torment" is a part
of inherited depravity-if it is of the nature of
Bini-if it be found in converted hearts-then it
follows there is "sin in believers."
TI. Wbat is perfect love? And what does it
do?
1. Perfect love is the pure love of· God so fi}..
ling the heart as to exclude therefrom all unholy
tempers, evil desires, wicked d!iapositivns,. and ein·
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ful tendencies. Love fills the heart, while all that
ia opposed to love and which is wt of harmony
with God is excluded. Oarnality now has no place
therein. It means sincerity, a singl<0 eye, pure
motives, without the semblance of impurity, insincerity, or mixed :motives. It is called "perf.ect
love" simply because Divine love perfectly fills the
soul. Everything of the nature of hatred, envy,
pride, foolishness, covetousness, jealousy, and evil
speakings is ruled out. Love casts out these things.
Being entirely filled with love, of course the heart
has been entirely emptied of all that is sinful.
Love unmixed, Uillalloyed, unadulterated, possesses
and rules the entire spirit of the man. All love
is added, all evil is subtracted. Just as a vessel
filled allows no room for anything else in it, so
the heart rfilled with pure love permits nothing tv
remain therein evil iill nature or out of harmony
with the God of love.
Here is Christian Perfection, the only kind
taught in God's Word, the only sort we ,advoeate,
and the only kind aibout which we know anything.
It is perfectioo in love-nothing more, nothing
less. This is all we claim for it. What objection
hs a:ay honest man, hunting for the truth, to it?
It is a perfect heart, perfect love to G<Yd, and perfect love tu man. This is what is involved in this
precious doctrine.
Hold your mind down to this one thought, and
steady yourself, and you cannot go very fal' astray
1
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on this vital
fection, be it
if you reject
a heart. made

truth. If you fight Christian Perunderstood you oppose perfect love.
this experience, then you turn from
pt;1fect in lov·e to God and man.
1

rest where all ou.r s-0ul's desire
Is fixed oo things above;

Where fear and sin and grief expire,
Cast out by perfect love."
2. Perfect love means that state of heart where
the two great commandments laid down by our
Lord are fully obeyed: '"Thou shalt love the Lord
thy Go:d with all thy heart," and ''T!hou shalt
love thy neighbor as thyself." For only as the
heart is perfected in love by grace divine can these
two things be done. This higher grace places one
where there is supreme love to God and universal
love to man. It means moral ability imparted
by the Holy Spirit to cheerfully keep these two
gr.eat commandments. He then who loves God
consciously with all his heart, and who loves his
neighbor as himself, fulfills God's commands, and
is made perfect in love, for ''love is the fulfilling
of the law."
Is this possible? Why not? He who formed
man's hoort as a temple in which to dwell Himself, can He not so cleanse and prepare it, as to
exclude everything which is in conflict with the
law of love, and fill it with everything whic:h is
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in harmony with Himself, the God -0f love P
A true husband loves the wife of his bosom
with all his heart. He loves her as he loves no
other woman, and he loves her above all other
women. None but his wife oos a place in his
affections. This is what law, custom and propriety demand, and nothing else will satisfy public opinion. In this respect, he is a perfect husband. His heart is perfect in love toward his
wife. Is that expecting too much of a hus;band?
Oain it not be possib1e to love God in the same
measure, to love Him abovie all others, and to love
1Him as we 1-0v.e no one else? Why not? Shall we be
able to love with a cvnjugal love perfectly, and in
a greater degree than we can l'ove God with a
spiritual love, with the aid of the Divine Spirit?
Surely not. Oan nature do mor.e for us in loving
than can grace? .Shall we always sing, ·''Prone to
leave the God I fove ?"
A sinner loves sin with all his heart, loves sin
perfectly, loves sin &S he loves nothing else, loves
sin above ·everything else. He is a perfect sinner,
his heart is perfect in love toward sin. ·Sin so
possesses him that all hvliness is excluded from
his 'heart. Sin dominates him entirely.
Why cannot grace so sanctify the nature that
the believer may be in like manner and degree·
perfect in his heart toward his God, and perfect
in lovie to God? Is a perfect heart under the all
If so, then
sufficient atonement an
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Jesus Christ crunrnot save unto the uttermost, and
His blood cannot cleanse from all sin.
3. Perfect love implies that love is the ruli!lg
passion of the believer, the spring of all his energies, and the controlling motive to duty. "'The
love of Ohrist constraineth us." Love govern"
the will, rules the life, dominates the desires, controls the purposes, iand sits a queen upon the
heart's throne. Duty is now discharged, not so
much because it is duty, though the believer never
reaches a state where the sense of obligation is absent. But duty is discharged largely because lvve
prompts it. He serves the Lord not !because he
must do it, but /because he loves to s·erve Him.
"For what are outward things to thee,
Unless they spring from love?"
the Lord with gladness." Perfect love
renders a service to 'God ungrudgingly, uncumplainingly, without inward reluctance. Cheerfulness in the service of God is now the predominating feature of the life. What is done for God
is done gladly, lovingly, joyfully, not with a secret indisposition to do it.
"Lwbor is rest and pain is sweet,
If thou, my God, art there."
"I delight to do thy will, 0 my Ood." Perfect
love does not shrink at self-denial and sacrifices
for its Lord. Crosses are readily taken up and
toil becomes a pleasure.
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The perfected :Oeliev€r ifinds "1His command..
ment.t; are not grievous," and 'qiis yoke is easy
and the ·burden is light."
0 how great the need of perfect love just at
this time in the Church of God if this statement
of this grace is correct! How much service is rendered in which there is heartlessness, complaining,
reluctance, and the absence of anything like love
as the inspiration of it! How little service is ren..
dered Which springs from a heart filled with l\lve !
What a weariness is much of the service seen in
the Churclb. ! How cold and dead is much that is
done! How unlike the man d€scribed in the
Psalms:
is the man that feareth the
Lord, that delighteth greatly in his oommandments !"
4. Perfect love implies complete deliverance
from all "fear which hath torment."
There are several branches to this fear :
First, all slavish fear of God is cast out, and
the heart is now filled with the filial fear of God.
TM perfected believer is not afraid of God,though
he reverences Him and fears Him too much to
sin against Rim, but he does not dread fuld as
before. He does not look at God as one who proposes to punish him, but he thinks of Him as
the Huly One who will surely reward him for his
faithfulness. He is now moved by love for God,
not by a slavish fear. He is no longer a slave,
tTembling as in the presence of a dread autocrat,
1
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but reste consciously in the favor of <Nd as his
Father in heaven.
Second·ly, all fear of want is cru;;t out, simply becaru;e a perfect faith in the Di vine Providence
has come in. He does not fear he will starve, nor
is he afraid he will become poverty-stricken, and
die in the piuor house. He rests securely in the
promise, '-'Bread shall be given him; his watem
shall 'be sure." He taikes· no anxious thought for
the morrow a'b<>ut what he shall eat and what he
shall drink, for his faith rests in the Ood who
numbers his hairs and cares for the sparrows.
Thirdly, f ea'I" of man is cast out. ''The fear of
man bringeth a snare," and this sort of fear no
longer dominates him and makes him miseralble
when duty comes up for a decision. He is not
afraid of what men may say nor think of him so
lvng BS God is pleased with his way of living.
'I·his is the meaning of that ''boldness'' of which
'\\ e read in the Acts of the Apostles, which possassed the early disciples. T!hey were !bo.ld to
sprnk the word of God, not fearing the face nor
threatenings of men, simply because they had been
delivered from the "fear which hath torment."
And so it is today with those made perfect in
love.
Fourthly, the slavish fear af deatk is cast out.
Not that the believer no·w wants to die, and pref ers death to life. In every heart there is the
de;ire to live. No state of grace makes O!Ile care-
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less about living. But perfect love makes one
ready to die or live, and fully delivers him from
that dread of death which harasses many good
people, which keeps them in bondage, and which
disturbs their minds when dBath comes 'before
them. "And deliver them who, through fear of
death, were all their lifetime subject to bondage."
Lastly, aJ,l fear of evil is cast out. That is,
those vain imaginings of impending evil, thf fear
of something coming which is calamitous, the
fears which ever and anon arise to distress the
mind, when there is no real cause fvr them. Theee
fears do not always take definite shape, but are often like a mist or fog, which cloud the brain and
darken the spiritual sky. In Proverbs it is written, '"They shall be quiet from the fear of evil."
Mark the expression. Not safe from the evil, but
quiet from the f ewr of it. H is deliverance from
the fear of what is coming, no matter what cvmes
in the providence of God. It is quietness of mind
from the dread of anything which lies ahead of
ne, because "sufficient unto the day is the evil
thereof."
This, then, is perfect lvve. What objection
can mortal man have to it? Is it not desirable?'
Would it not make men better if they possessed
it? Wherein would it harm any one? Why, then
not seek it with all your heart?

SERMON IX.
A VISION OF CHRIST.
Evangelist J. B. Kendall.
"Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh away the
sin of the world." John I :29.

There is no more pathetic :filgure in the Scriptures than that of the forerunner of our Lord.
Lonely and ascetic, charged to fight against aU
the social orders, seeing many of his disciples leave
him for another master. Then changing the free
wi1derness for a prison cell, aDJd finally murdered,
the victim of a profligate woman's hate and a
vicious man's perverse sense of honor. But perhaps m-0srt pathetic of all is the icombination in his
character of gigantic strength and absolute humility. How he con.fronts these people whom he
had to rebuke, and yet how, in a moment, the
flashing eye sinks in lowest self abasement before
"Him that cometh after me."
·Christ wa.s a parabolical preacher, He represented 'heavenly things 'by familiar similitudes; so
John takes that metaphorical description of Jesus.
Nature, whfoh is the handiwork of God, has its
beauties whfoh are wholly unappreciated by the
one who is born without taste for them. They are
84
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as indifferent to the beauties of a lovely landsc91pe
as are the cattle that browsa on its bosom.
Again, natur·e's beauties
disappoint its
warmest admirers. Such disappointment awaits
none who get a vision of Ohrist. We look with
amazement upon nature's magnificent grandeur,
unable to describe in words what our eyes behoM.
If this be true of nature: if the most glowing language of prose or poetry can do no justice to its
scenes, what words can at forth a "Vision of
Christ."
an angel or a s·ereph in the pulpit and give
him Christ for his theme. The subject is greate·r
than lhis power, the flight above his wings, the
song above his compass. He would Jle the first to
say when called upon to des·cribe the glories and
beauty, ths majestic and mercy that meet in Jesus:
who is sufficient for these things"? He in whom
heaven and earth, angel aind men are perfectly
joined. Yea! you
listen all your life time
to no other theme and on arriving in heaven you
would exclaim with rapt astonishment iborrowing
the words of Sheba's Queen: '"'I had heard of Thee
in mine own land, of Thy actB and thy wisdom;
and behold the half was not told me." In presenting this theme I do not pretend to do justire
iio Christ. I only attempt to do you good by directing you to Him.
1. Behold the Lamb of Goi.d With the Father.
Ohrist was with the F1athe:r from the beginning,
with him in creation, with him in the plan
re-
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demption. He was the Lamb slain from the foru.ndation of the world. He descended from the ib.ighest heights to the lowest depths and touched every
of our human nature. He had a higher
and more Toyal origin than Bethlehem's manger.
Was of nolbler parentage thain Mary. Of an o1der
ood more regal ancestry than Juda's King.
lowly spring that wells up among the wil·
lows of the valley has its source in those lofty
eternal snows whose spotless bosom 'bears no stain
or print of human foot," so it was with ·Christ.
It is no disgrace to be born -of humble parentage.
Jes us recognized MJary and honored her as Hi9
mother in His dying hour. Yes! the ·Son o-f God
assumed our nature and descended to s·ave the
worlJd. What a descent! How immeasurable the
distance between the throne of the eternal and the
stable of Bethlehem, the bosom of God and the
breast of Mary.
Hear how He might have spoken .of Himself:''I was the Almighty's chief delight,
From everlasting days;
Ere yet His arm was stretched forth,
The heavens and earth to raise.
"Before the sea began to flow,
And leave the soHd land,
Before the hills and mountains rose,
I dwelt at His right hand."

There are depths of ocean man never sounded;
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there are heigM.s in the blue heavens rthat were
never stirred by an eagles' wing; there are regions
-of truth which angels have nev€r explored, which
their eyes nev€r &canned, and where their feet
never trod; and such, the .deepest o.f all doctrines,
the profoundest of all mysteries, the strangest of
all our coI11fidences, is this, that He who expired
on Calvary was not the creature, nor, as men and
angels are, created, but the eternal Son vf God.
2. Behold the Lwmb of God as the sinners'

friend.
To an awakened sinner's ear there is no music
on earth, nor in the go1den harp of heaven, like
the name of Jesus. 'There is an ointment in its
meaning, 'fragrant as the spikenard of the alabaster box; '"His name is as ointment p0ured forth."
[ f His name is such a blessed thing, what must
the sight of Him !be? To see Jesus clearly with
the eye of faith is to see the deep opening away
from E gypt's shore; the water gush, sparkling
from the desert rock; the serpent gleaming on its
pole over the dying camp o.f Israel; the blind receive their sight, the lame walk and deaf hear;
is tu see a pardon when the noose is ·over our neck
and our foot is on the drop. No sight in the wide
world like Jes us Christ .
He wh0se beauty attracts all heaven, whose
presence illls all space, whose love comforts and
gladdens the troubled heart, has been tihe central
figure of the universe through all ages. Haggai
says He is the desire of all nations. He whose
1
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infinite glory exalted Him "far above all principality and power and every name that is named.'·'
Sinner, do you behold Him? A vision of Him
is a vision of one's self.
Adam, pure from the hands of his maker, clothed with terrestrial glory and celestial beauty, was
divested by sin, saw his shame and nakedness in
the presence of God, and tried to hide himself.
Young and full of wor1illy amibition, Jacob left
his home to go a:broad and make his way in the
world. At a vision of Jehovah he saw his undone
condition, pledged fidelity to rGod and resolved to
go back to his father's house.
vVhen Saul of Tarsus, that haughty, stiff-necked
Pharisee, an iron will, a hand of steel, and a heart
breathing out threatening and slaughter, a Roman
army at ihis comll1and, authorized by the Sanhedrin to destroy the disciples of Christ, got a vision
of the '·'Lamb of God," he fell on his face blinded
by the glory o:f that vision, cried out of the depths
of his lost soul,
what wilt thou have me
to do?"
The publican and Pharisee went up to the temple to worship. The Pharisee saw no one but himself, while the other under the reflection of the
shekinah, smote his !breast, and with his face to
the ground, said: ''iGod !be .merciful to me a sinner."
The king of Chaldea in all his pomp and earthly glory, .full of blasphmny and adultery, surrounded by a thousand lords, on that memorable
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night when they were drinking wine with his wives
and concubines, caught a glim.ipse of J ehovah'e
finger as it recorded his soul's destiny on the wall
of that beautiful palace. With flashing eye and
smiting knees and horror in his face he cried out
of the bitterness of a doomed soul to know the
whole truth of the matter, which the man of God
revealed, but did not save Belshazzar from
his a:wful :fate.
When on the 1border of despair because of our
own failures and the failures of others, so much
worldline&S, sorrvw .and vice, a vision of ''The
Lamb of God" will light up the dull eye and warm
the cold heart, because He has .borne our sorrows
and carried our griefs. If you call upon Him He
will answer, and thou canst say, "'I know that my
Redeemer liveth." Then look on no man any
more .as the ideal for yourself or the pattern of
your life, save Jesus only. The gaze will encourage your hope, inspire your cooodence, and so
establish you that it will make you a master of
every situation and an oveTcomer of all sin. It
will turn the tide of life and increase the desire
for Him, until you can say with the poet:
"iSince my eyes were :fixe'd on Jesus,
I've lost sight of all besid€;
So enchained my spirit's v:IBion,
Looking at the Orucified."
3.

Behold the Lamb of God a.s our sancti-/iM".
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''1;he Lamb of Hod that taketh away the sin;''
here we have two <le:finite articles, The Lamb of
God and The sin.
'·'For the bodies o.f those ibeasts whose blood is
1brought into the sanctuary by the high priest for
sin are burned without the camp. Wherefore
Jesus CThe Lam'b of Hod) also that he might
sanctify the people with his own blood, suffered
without the gate." He'b. 13 :11-12. Follow Him
from heaven on His mission. He was oppres sed
and Re was afllfoted, yet He opened not His
mouth; 1He rwas "':brought as a Lamb to the slaugh·
ter." Isa. 53 :7.
He W1as an outeast from human sympathies,
many doors He sought were shut in His face. Did
a man ever utter a more touching word than this :
c,qThe foxes have holes, and the 1birds of the air
ihave nests,but the
of man hath not where to lay
His head"? These sorrows were !but muttering
thunder, the :first hig drops that precede the bursting of .the storm, it came roaring on; and would
you see the Lamb of God, in the great sacrifice,
:fur THE SIN, lvok here; pass into the garden; draw
near with reverent steps; He prays in agony ;prostrate on the ground; 'lie is sweating as it were
great drops of blood. Follow the pris·oner to the
judgment hall; blood streaks His face, trickling
from a crown of thorns, the mocking wreath sin
wvve for His royal brow, ''The erown of which
his mother crowned him in the days O·f his espou.&" Go out with Him to the street j He faints;
1
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His sacred head lies on
hard stone, but
not so hard as pitiles;s hearts. With the procession
pass into Calvary; they casrt Him roughly on the
ground; they nail Him to the cross, and now it
rises slowly over the surging crvwd that rend the
astonished air with shouts and yells of triumph,
'"Crucify Him, Orucify Him." :See the cloud of
desolation doopeninig, see the 1blood of redem'Ption
streaming ,the tide of life departing as the glaze
gathers vn His eyes and the awful cry, loud and
clear, in the still darkness; My God, My God, why
hast thou forsaken me? Then with the last dee
parting ·breath exclaimed, "It is finished!'' a.Illd
thus He, lby the grace of Gvd tasted death for every man, Heb. 2 :9, and opened tili.e '.fountain in the
house of David for sin and uncleanness·, Zach.
13 :1.
This was what Isaiah S13JW when he beheld the
Lord high and lifted up. 'Jn whose presence ihe
saw his own uncleanness. He unreservedly acknowledged the truth and :openly confessed his
need. He did not merely assent to it, that it was
the doctrine of his church and every one ought to
have it, and go on rejecting it, lb.ut, like Paul in
Rom. 7 :24, ·"O wretched man that I am," Isaiah
said: :
oe is me !" Not because he was not regenerated up to date, but his situation was the
same as any other justified soul when, convicted
for hvliness, he seoo the old man; it means to get
the experience -0r forfeit one's justiflcation. Thousand.a today in all our churches are as fruitless at
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the barren :fig tree and ae lifeless W3 an Egyptian
mummy 'because they have trodden under foot
the Son of iGod and counted the 1blood of the cov·
enant wherewith they are sancti:fied an unholy
thing. Isaiah was aware of this fa:ct, and by humble obedience and faith, received the sanctifying
flame that burned out inbred sin. Isa. 6 :1-8.
We pass on a few centuries to the Mount of
Transfiguration. Here the veil was rifted and humanity was entranced in the presence of glorified
saints, while '.M\>Ses and Elias bore testimony to
the Bon of Ood who was manifested to destroy the
works of the devil. The presenoe of these two
prophets was very significant. The fact that they
lived with iGod centuries after their mortality had
seen decay, praved lbeyvnd the shadow of a doubt
the efficiency of the great redemptive scheme which
He should accomplish at Jerusalem, of which
they spoke sn contfidently; and wihile '.Moses and
Elias represented the law and the prophets, multiplied thousands were filling heaven with praises
to Him who had !been slafa from the foundation
of the world.
This great fountain which began to be discovered to public view by John the Baiptist and poured out in a mighty current on the day of Penteoost through Jesus (Jhrist, its channel and living
head, sanctified the early church, through which
it has :flowed on down to the present time, bearing
testimony all ·alonig the way fo the cleansing power
of the iblood and crying to a thirsty multitude and
1
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a sin cursed world: "H any man thirst let him
come unto me and drink." John 7 :37'
While the witnesses we have mentioned were
Old Tebtament saints, we mention one under the
New, and thus prove the efficiency of the atonement d-0wn to the present time. Stephen, full of
the Holy Ghost, spake with such spirit and wisdom in the presence of a corrupt ecclesiasticism
and a gainsaying world that they became enraged
and with one accord rushed on him with stones.
While murderous hands sent a fatal miissile that
crushed the life out of the ftrst martyr of Christianity he looked beyond "this veil of tears" as the
indwelling Christ shone out of his face with a
heavenly lustre.
Suddenly the gate of heaven
swung open t-0 receive his redeemed soul, and
the first thing that attracted hig longing vision
was the Lamb of God, standing at the rig.ht hand
of the Father. He was soon to be delivered from
the slavery of the flesh to bask in celestial splendor, amid walls of jasper, gates of pearl and
streets of gold in the light and love iof eternal
glory, with countless millions of saint:; out of
every nation and kindred, and tongue, and people,
and loved ones gone before, who have came out of
great tribulation with their r6bes washed and
made white in the blood of the Lamb.

SERMONX.
THE DANGER IN NEGLECTING SALVATION.
AN APPEAL TO THE SINNER.
Evangelist H. W. Bromley.

"Strive to enter in at the strait gate: for many, I
say unto you, will seek to enter in, and shall not
be able." Luke 13:14.

There are alw1ays two sides· to oa man's salvation.
Tlhere is ia sense in which he saves himself. And
then there is a far more important sense in which
he is saved by another. God has so constituted
things that in man lie'S the power of his salvation
OT ruin.
We are told that Jesus "came not to judge, hut
ito save." And on the other hand it is said that
we shouk11 'save ourselves, from this untoward
generation,' and that by 'taking heed unto ourselves and unto the dootrine we shall save ourselves.'
The Scriptures declare that Ohri.Bt "came to
seek that which was lost," and yet they urge that
the sinner "seek the Lord while he may be found."
Jesus exclaims, ''!Behold I stand 1at the door and
knock," and! at aru:>·ther time exhorts us t.o 'knock,
and it shall !be opened to us.' As it is with the
words, "save," "seek," and "knock," so it is with
1
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the W().rd "strive." '"My Spirit shall not alwaye
strive with man;" and for that reason he urges
the command of the text: "Strive to enter in at
the strait gate: :for many, I siay unto you, will
seek to enter in, and: shall not be able."
God's seeking the sinner is a matter of gratuity.
Man is the offending party, not the Almighty.
It is man who has broken, or allows to remain
broken, the harmony hetw€€n Hod and himself.
And if there is any seeking or striving to be done,
it certainly lies at the door of the sinner. The
obligati-0n is not on God's part.
ainner i& to
blame, and it is his duty to beg for pardlon. ·God
has never treated the transgressor in any but a
just and proper way.
The truth is that iGod is exceedingly good m
making provisiion ·f.or man to be recovered from
his lost estate. Eivery man is created with a principle in him that wi11 live on forever. His behavior in this world does not alter this fact; he must
live on in another life, somewhere, whether he
wills or not. His attitude, however, toward God in
this life, determines his state of existenc.e in the
life to come. And! .there can be ibut two separate
and distinct states for the immortal soul to live
in in the life to come. One of those is bounded by
God's love and mercy, tributes of the higthest, best,
and most well-rounded existence. The other mrust
be its vpposite: e. realm of hatred! ·and! inclemency,.
lawlessness and disorder, supreme misery, and
stagnated development, and lacking in all tih<>Se
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elements· that invariaibly aooompany the bett;er

existence.
God is working out the diestiny of the universe.
Every fully saved man is in harmony with His
plans and purposes. But the sinner is out of God's
order. He is not in touch with the great march
of eternal event-is which is
toward the destiny of all things good. The sinner's way is disordered. No matter what method he employs and
how arduously he applies himself, 'being outs1de
the inward W10rkin.gs of the divine plans, he can
but reap the :wrong eternal results.
f.Dhe urgency of the Bible in the matter of the
sinner's salv<ation does noit rise out of an aribitrary
rule of the Almighty.
a.re too many ways
in which the matter is too closely re1ated to the
welfare of fue sinner. It is to the sinner's advantage to seek the sa.lvation of his soul.
He has unawakened powers rwithin him that,
when aroused by dfrvine grace, are capa:ble of producing a character of happiness, adapta:bility, and
u.sefuln-es·s that he ·does not '.Il!OW 'dream are possible for him.
Tihe call of God is ·for the sinner's good. And
yet many a transgressor diisoovers it to he a struggle, not only to surrender, but to mruke up his mind
!fJo surrender, to 'God. The reason of this lies in
the strength of sin. His main fight is with his
will, whfoh has boon weakenecl by, ·and prej udicedl
in favor of, sin. He has to battle with his carnal
self, with its overgrown desires, inclinations, pro1
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pensities, and habits. His next struggle is with
a semi-congenial world. His associations must be
reckoned with. Man js a social creature, and it is
natural .that men should seek the cumpany of
others with whom they agree, whose likes and disAnd they then
likes are similar to their own.
dirift into one another's wiay of thinking ·and doing until their habits ·and desires are colllfi.rmed,
and they are :fi.rmly fued in a realm hounded by
certain oommon ties. While each sinner may not
enter into and beoome attached to every tr:ansgression of his associates, and may ev·en object to
certain of their sins or habits, yet he is oommitted
to their plane of lif.e. He has no.t known, or do.es
not now know, a higher, and! is so enthr.alled in
these oh:ains that it would mean to him a struggle
to break loose, and throw himself into a better
life.
And then again, !having sv long been adapted
to
realm of the sinner in thought and general
mental attitude, es well as in physical appetites
and desires, to enter into the .Christian life the
average sinner feels that it means not only a decisfon for a better life, :but that it involves such a
change in thougilit, d-esire, haJbit, and companfons,
to accomplish which he mUJst so continually and
arduously ·appJy himself that it almost looks to
him like an impossibility under his present circumstanoos,-and here many a sinner is cvnstrained to say, "Not tonight." As a sinner he feels
!his adJaprfJability to the plane of the sinner. And
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ih.e seems to feel that ahould he become a Christian, he would! he lifted into the realm of the
Christian, with none of the attributes of the.
ChTistian, hut with all the old desires, inclinations, and habits which are so closely assvciated
with and are adapred to the life of the sinner.
Renee, he feels that .there would be a kind of
loneliness and di.ssatisfaction resulting from his
present surrender to God. He thinks that religion
is all right, and e.xp:resBeS his hope that some day
he may become a Christian, but not I1()W. It does
not occur t.o him that, if Christianity is a sad,,
fonesome ·religion now, it is likely never to be les&
so, and that if it is ever to 'be valuable, it is now.
The average sinner seems to be imbued with the
thought
in the scriptural statement
that the ·Christian life is a narrow way. The
Ri:ble is right-it always is. This life is
narrow·
way." It narrows the soul down to doing
And right is always best for any man, physically,.
mentally, or morally. The whole attitude of the
sinner is wrong, and mixing right with wrongdoes not make wrong right. It is a great mismke
to suppoBe that the wrong ·door, with the privilege
of adding as much good to his life as he desires,
has a lbroadier realm for his ·activities than he who
does right alone. The narrow ·way is gloriously
broad enough to oomipletely satisfy every longing
of the humal soul. Ia not that enough? What
more does the sinner want?
Let me say, iwith all possible emphasis, that
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sin is in no way, shape, form, style, fashion, 01'
sense necessary to human happiness. Happiness
cannot be produced hy sin. Rappiness is essentially a spiritool quality, depending upon spiritual
f·aculties for its recogniti-0n and appreciation. Sin
appeals to disorganized conditions, and without
it.s purely
effects would soon be abandoned iby the sinner. Sin's most effective strategy is
in appealing to and entertaining the sinner with
pleasurable sensations, purely physical, or nearly
so, while, unknown ruid unrecognized! by the sinner, a tremendous· grip .is secured! upon his spiritual being. Divorce from sin these so-called pleasures, whi<;h are only and: always temporary, and
the sinner ·woulc1 banish sin from ih.is life forever.
Sin is the Brutus ·who pretends friendship while
the dagger is sent to the heart of the spiritual
life. It is a Judas embracing with a kiss whilethe hand contains the priee of betraya.l.
Another fact that should appeal to the sinner
is the statement of Christ: '''Few there be that
find it." There are mrultitudes of sinners that never make any effort whatever. A J.arge majority
\Jf the Terrlaind:er only attempt it faintly and! indefinitely. A great per cent of those still leit seek
rnly once or twice and then .give it up. Many of
the bal ance are satistfied with "feeling better,.,
signing a card, !being baptized, or joining the
Church. Comparatively few sinners ever get really saved.
In the first place, most people die young. Very
1
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few, compared with the immense number born,
ever live to be old. T:o pass the average limit of
life is to run a race with death.
The second reason is that the power of sin accumulates with age. Like whiskey, or any other
kind of ha.hit, its grip grows ias it is engaged in.
Then again, there is in sin a powerful tendency
to repetition. And repetition forms the habit, and
every sin forges another link in habit's chain.
And oh ! how hard to break loose from habit !
A fourth reason is that the desires of the flesh
become confirmed.
A fifth is that the sinner gets accustomed to
goepel preaching.
A final and the mQSt .fearful Teason is that in
ihis rejection or negligence, the sinner may cross
the dead line of the Gospel call, and thus be loat
forever.
Oh, sinner, Now is the day of thy salvation! Now
is the time of divine
irrhe gospel invitation is offered now, and not to-morrow. '!\>morrow ·belongs to -God; Tu-idlay is only yours,
andi not all of that. Now is your time, and nO'IJJ
you should surrender to God. You ma.y be saved
now, but perhaps you d10 not see the necessity; you
may realize the necessity to-morrow, or sometime,
but your doom may then be sealed.
Oh ! the danger of that peculiar proneness
defer surrender to God! "'Plenty of time yet !"
was never spoken by divine peimission. God has
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warned here, and many a soul has tripped into
perdition over such a viain hope.
Do not du as did a young lady in a revivial meeting one night. The pastor approached' her in the
audience and earnestly and tearfully entreated
her to give her heart to God, warning her of the
danger of death and of quenching the Spirit.
\Vhen he turned away she hastily wrote in the
fly-leaf of her song-bwk the fatal words, "I'll
risk it!'' and underscored them three times.
Weeks after the meeting closed he stood at her
bedside and again broached the question of salvation. She looked at him with fearful and hopeless eyes and cried out, ''No, no, it can't be now !
I oould have boon saved that night you s·poke to
me in the meeting and warned me of my great
dJanger, but I refused, and wrote in my song-hook
those f.atal words, 'I'll risk it I' and the 'Spirit left
me fbrever ! Oh, I'm lost, lost, '.DOST!"
And thus she died I
Oh ! sinner, dvn't risk it; it is too dangerous,
but turn to God to-day l

SERMON XI.
YE MUST BE BORN AGAIN.
Rev. E. A. Fergerson.
"Jesus answered and said unto him, Verily, verily,
I say unto thee, Except a man be bo·rn again he
cannot see the Kingdom of God." Jno. 3:3.

I suppose every one expects to get to heaven
is no one who does not cherish
soonetime.
'bhis fond hope in his heart at some time or other.
iMlan is born into this worlid with a nature in him
that worships something; hence the d.mpiorlanoe of
getting men to
.the true God. On every
ihand we find people who trust in their creeds,
dootnines and modes of worship rather than in
God Himself. I often look at thls text and .think
how paiiletically Jesus mrust have looked on Nioodem1L9 when He said to him, "You must be born
again."
Salvation froim heaven cm only oome through
the new birth. Of the six hundred! religions extant in ;the world to-day, none of them proposes
to save a man from all sin and give him eternal
life, except the religion of J eS'US ·ChTist. Who
would think of saying, '°He ifu.at hath Buddha
hath eternal life," or, "He .tbJat hath Mohammed
hath life?'' No one of oomse ! Btut will.en we
1
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-come ibo the Bible it says, "He ihat hath the Bon

hath life."
Now if we are

horn of ifJhe ·Spirit there
mus.t of neioossity oorne a c:dsi1s in our life. iOhrist·
ians are not turned like 'brooon-handlee iout of a
factory, they 1are born. ·This very word pre-supposes life. 1T\heTe can be n'O life without first contact with the saime. God only is 1the author of
life, hence a man m'llst 'be 1born from .aJbove, or,
in other wiords, be horn of 'God\. The promise is
tha:t ·wihen Zi!on travarils sons and d!aughter:s will
be horn. T!he Holy •Spirit will br:ing ion this crir::is
.and work such a convicli-0n in the soul that there
will be no rest day nor night till the work is ac·
complished. When people get to where they oannot sleep or eat, or ihaive any rest, ·and the.fr
hands turn cold, ·ana they feel Iike they a.re going
to diie anQ. hell is their porti on if God does not
.sav-e them, then tJhey begin fo understand
what ;the pangs of repentance .are, and ory out for
God to save them. God alone must do the work.
He only can convi.ct, regenerate, sanctify, etc.
Thank God', He can be found! In the day you
eeek Him with your whole he(]Jrt He will be round
-of you. He is still in the saving business. Every
man and 'Woman in :this wicked wor1d W1ho is living
in sin is there by choice, and! oYer the pro·
test of iJhe Holy Spirit. We may fail to he true to
eacili. other, but the Holy ·Spirit will prove .faithful
to all. He is in this world repl"w.ing men of
sin and judgment. Now sinee men are free .agents
1
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and not machines, they have ·the power of choice,
henee iGod says, "Choose ye this day whom ye will
se;rve." GOO will convict men against their willa,
but He will never save them ·against their willa.
Thank iGo.d there !is sudh a thing as getting into
the sweat-box of conviction and 'Obtaining a case
of old-fashioned, book-woods' religion that will
km.ook sin a.nd the devil out of a person's heart.
Brother, you need it, and I am here to tell
yiou that yiou can get it. Hallelujah! You
may have to sweat, ibut you can: get i.t. This eternal life is what people w1ailit above everything else
and they
doing the lea'St rto obtain it.
There is as muoh difference .between the religion of Jesus Christ and the popular religions of
this world as there could be between .a rook and a
live plant. :Although iliey :have much in common,
yet the plant possesses something rubove and be·
y-0nd and eo very 1different from that of the rock
that there oould be no way of comparison whatever.
N :ow, what is that .something? It is the principle
of life. MJr. Herbert Spencer, the ,em.anent scientist,
says, "If in the natUTal world we had perfect environment, we should have perpetual, or everlasting, life.' 'To this Mir. DaI'Win and 'Mr. Huxley
both agree. While it is true that in the natural
world we have not perfect 61.viTOnment, yet in the
ep.iritual we ihave. God is the environment of the
child born from above, f<Yr "in Him we live and
move and have our being." This ie why the Scriptures tell us in the words of J eslli!, "He that be·
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lieve·th on me shall never die, and again, "He that
beUeveth on
though he were dead, yet ihall
he live." This is an old-fashioned. and stern theology thait says tlhe sinner is
in trespasses and
sins, also, "Ye that were dead He hath quickened,"
yet again, "She that lweth in pleasure is dead
while she liveth."
But the sinner may be translated out of darkJust a3
ness into light, out of death into
the mineral kingdom is sea.led: aigainst the animal,
so the natuTal man is sealed -agaiinst the Spirit of
God. Spiriitual things are f-0olisilmess to the natural man forr he cannot understand them. It is
a. moral
on the same principle that
1
he who is not b-01rn f·l"()lm above cannot see the
kingdom of God.
The constituent elements of the natural body
a:re oxygen, hiydTogen, car.hon and ni.trogen, with a
mixture <>f iron, lime, soda, p!hosphates, etc., and
we seek food of the same elements to sustain us.
Tlhe C'onstituent elements of the spiritual man are
love, joy, peace, goodness, gentleness, meekness,
:faith, ek, and tin God, o:ur perfect environment,
we find all tJhe a;bove elements to sustain the spiritual man.
The nearest thing soo:ne ·folks have to religion,
is the raig doll profession. Thank 'God, brother,
you can have the real •1ive baby experience. Not
the rag posey, 'but the Teal geranium. No wonder
poor old Nicodemus wanted to know something
of it, as he wais a stranger t-0 the real salvation of

me.
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Jesus. If you are ever oorn, and born alive, you
will. oome a-squalling. Ha.lleluj ah! Folks will
know you are around; they will begin to ask ques-tions and want you to explain. Well, 1brother, it
is not expl,aina:ble, hut it is gettable, haveable, liveable and satisfiable. 'Glory to Hod!
N·ow 1we lha1ve a great {)!Ver-grown crop of.people
:i.n this country 'Wlho ·are trying ito get ito heaven
by good wor:ks. Y.es, and dio you know that ever
sinre Cain ikilled kbel iwe have had two kinds of
religion in this world1....-.a religion of works and a
;religion of :faith. IThe Book say1s that if you try
ito dimb up some other way ,tJhJan has been 1aid
down in the word you are .a thief and a rdbber.
God has not one way of saving one crowd of
fulks in this country and another 'way ·of saving
If you would see
eome other crowd. No sir !
heaven, "ye must be born again."
Tlhie i s a free country, and we are all doing the
things we want to. If a man wants to shake off
conviction and say no to God he can do so. Ii a
man prefers to live in sin and' burn incense to passion, 1a.n.d give himself up to the lusts of ·the flesh,
!he may do so. In S'Pite of the warnings of God,
and the .sennons and ·exhortations of men, the aidmond.tions and ·pr·ayers of loved ones, the sweet
influences of the Gospel, I say in spite Qf all that
hais lbeen done to save men, they can make their
1

1

1

1

bed in hell.
On the Qther hand a man oan go to heaven, in

spite of !all the .devHs in hell <>r out of it. 'Die
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deril'a gang can rear around, and curse, and blow
8Illl0ke in !his ·face, and paw the dir·t, and bellow,
1but in epite of the whole thing !he can shout and
sing and pray and go on to heaven iwith viictory in
his soul. H.alleluj·ah !
Now the truth is, ycm are either saved
or you are not, one or the oifuer. You ·are born
from above, or you ar:e 1Still in your sins, and if
J"OU are still in your sins you are as -dead to
religion .of Jesus Christ as •a post. 'This plant
called eternal life is e:mtic. It does not naturally
gI1mv .in this oountry, hut it will grow if set out
in the rig.ht kind of soil. When y·ou are r·egenerated everlasting life is infased into the :soul.
When you are sanctified eternal death (sin) is
pulled up by the roots and the dirt is shaken off
over old .Adam:'s gmve ruIJd .the iholes Jilled up
wifu everlasting joy, and you go on to heaven
with victory in your soul. Now I am talking directly to people who a;re strangers to .the re..
ligion of Jesus Christ, although at the s•ame time
they ihave their names enl'lolled on chur:ch records,
and if they should die their pastor would preach
them rto heaven, when the truth is they are not
fit for heaven, and i.fuey feel that they are not.
I tell you :folks now-.a-days are trying to find
an easy way to heaven, ibut they will never find it.
N -0 one has ever yet ohtained a patent right on
religion, that is, the Bible kind. Neither has any
one r.un a trust on it. Some have tried in the
fast five years, but ·bhe1 !have miserBJbly failed.
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The dievil has bamboozled a lot of folks and they
ihave swapp€d off their pure ·gold for a lot of old
brass.
The real thing will make a man straighten up
his hook traickiS and live right. You will be the
husband of only one wife and you will fove her
better than some other man's wife. Y<>u will pay
y·our honest debts, and quit lying, and stealing,
either in the day ligihit or after dark. In fact
you will make the crooked places str aight, the low
high, and the !high places low. And I am
here to tell you that if the love of the world is in
you the love of the Bather is not in you. Then
yx>u say, Brother
according to that
kind of preaching there will only be a very few
people get to iheaven. r:l'hat's: exactly wlhat my
Bible says. In
vii. 13, it says, "Few there
be that find it." Brother, it will oost you something to get r1giht, hurt it will cost you your soul in
bell if you do not get it the rig!ht way.
H the needle varies •a thousanditJh parl 'Of an
of the desired
iooh, the vessel will oome
haven, and if you dlo not start right in -this voyage
you wiill come out wrong.
'Ifue phil'OISophy of the truth of the text is seen
ell through 1ftie Word Qf God. Listen! "Do men
gaflher grape3 from thorn.sf" No! No more than
one can be alive and dead at the same time. It
not only is a moml im.poui'hility, but it is a scientific impossibility for one to be dead and alive at
the sani€ time.
1
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Again. "Do men gather figs of tkist-lea t Nev-

er!
Does a stream send forth fresh and salt water
at the same fune anc1 plaice? "What fellowship
hath light with d(l;rkness'I" "What concord hath
Christ with Belial?" None! B!'lother, if you are
saved at 'all, you are saved! fr.om all sins, or you
are not say.ed from any sins. God does not save
the .people :by halves or thTee-quarters, or eightninths m nine-tenths. He saves you from all sin.
John says, "H ereitn are the ch!ildren of G<>d and
the children of the devil manifest." One crowd
sins and the otJher does not. "Whos·oever is born
of God doth not oommit sin.'" It is impossible to
be a ohild of God and at the same time sin. Just
a:s a igrain of .oom cannot grow when it is out of
the right relation (out of the earth), so, a man
out of the rigiht rela;tion with Godi (in sin) can
never have eternal life.
If you sin you are a -Ohild of the devil. Now, I
thanik ·God for something that puts a stop t:o the
sinning /business, and sweetens li:f.e and puts a
new song in your mourifu., even praises to God.
'Dhank God:, I hav·e rthat song. .Should! some
f.olks lose their religion they would be none the
wiser. Tlh!ank God for .something that keeps the
every day life sweet, ikeeps you in the dark
places, and rthe easy places, and in the low places,
blessed be 1God, andi puts a hope of glorry in yoru.
even eternal life. tf any man is a saint he has eternal life, ·a.IlJd if he is not a saint, he hias not. You
1
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can have Jesus Ohriet in your .soul, and He will
bring eternal 1ife in your heart, and take away
tJhe darikn€1Ss, and He will help yiou. He will bind
'lllp the broken hearted.
Brother, sister, in :bhe naane of Jesus, come and
seek Him, OO!d! get what I hlav.e in my soul, and I
tell you as a man, without any excitement, it's
the best thing on earth; it's the thing we need in
our ih.omes, and! the rthing we need in our places
of business, in tlhre thoc-oruglhfares .and! in every
walk of 1ife. I do praise God that Jesus has condescended ;to come into my life, and is dwelling
in my soul, and .this new life has come in. When
I walk the streets, I get happy. Just to think, I
will never die. Heaven is my home, God is my
·Father, Jesus my elder ihrother, and I will never
die, for He said, "He that believeth on me shall
never die." I do bless GOid for this oldfashioned! Teligion that saves a man through and
througih.
There are churches and schools and
great icongregations of people that do not believe
in this. Well, if they will ibring out something
that gives more peace, more rest ·and quietness
into our lives than we have, we will listen to them.
But not until then will we listen for a moment;
we will !hold on to wihat we have. This is ·the
thing that .this old wor.ld is dying for.
You
can be sav·ed, you can find 1God. Jesus Christ is
in this audience, in illi.is very room. He wiU
take away the sin, He will oome in, and make Hie
abodie in yoUT soul, glory be to ·God, and you can
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'W1&lk out into the world a child of God, and a
joint heir wli:tlh Jesus Ohrist. Who will be the .firat
to come?

Sermon XII.
PENTECOST AND ITS RESULTS.
By Rev. G. W. Ridout.
"And they were all filled with the Holy Qhl)St."
Acts 2:4.

There !have been thTee great epochs in the plan
of redemiption. Sinai stands Lfor one, where the
Latw w.aa given. Oa.hTiairy stands ·for another, where
itfu.e Atonement was effected:, 'bringing rebellious
man into ain .at-oneness !With God.
Pentecost
stands for another, when tJhe Holy 1Glhost was be-

stowed rupon the 0hmch.
1

Eaioh of these epOOhs

ihas tits paralM in 1Clhristian expenienoe. Like Bunya.Dl'a pilgrim, W'e m'UJSt ia.11 have our .Sinai, where
we are made to feel the terrors of the law 1JhTough
a pungent oonvfotion for sin. W.e fuld no peaoo
till we come in sigfut of Calvary ·and there at .the
cross we are reconciled to God, forgiven and paris our oonverision. .Next it is our
glorious privilege to nrove on to P.enterost, where,
as ia ·die:finiit•' .work, S'Ubsequent to oonversion, we
may be
with the Holy Ghost. Every Obrist.
ian may have ·a personal ·Pentecost. We make a
tremiendous mistake 1W1hen we f.a.il to tarry fur it.
Our teJJt is aseocia.tedl with a people ·who waited
112
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for it and were "frlled with the Holy Ghmt." The
resrults of this Pentecostal hestow1ment were wonderful. Among tiham we may mention:
First. The
in C!hristian experience.
Before Pentecost there were many things existing
in the Disciples rtJhat were wrong aind decidedly
detrimental to the spread of the Gospel. There
wias strife, worldly runibition, self-ooeking spirit,
bigotry. There wais little
love." Pentecost made an end of this, however. They were
madie to he "all with one aiooord." They had
all things common. '!They had
of heart.
Th€y had received the "fire tQlll.Oh" wihiclh burned
away their sill, made them pure, gave them power.
1Seoond. Tlhe stir it made ·arrnong the people.
Nothing exci.tffi a people so mrucli as a revival born
of the Holy Ghost. A religion that doos not create a stir among the ungodly is not of the Pentecostal order. All Jerusalem was stirred ·over a
little company of ClhristiaD.8 getting the Holy
Gh-0st. 'Tlh.e same pOIWer is needed to move peopJe
today.
Third. The ooinviotron it wrought upon the
unsaved. Seeing such a wonderful display of the
Spirit of God, hearing sudh words of pawer from
the Spirit-baptized preaoher, the onlookers and
curious and transgressors were made to cry out,
"Men and brethren, what shall we do." Here was
a cry of conviction fur sin, of deep, intense, spiritw:rough t iconcern of soul. Among thotie woo uttered illliis cry were some who had taiken a part in the
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murder of our Lord. Some Wlho had oome to
mock were nl()W moved to pray. The scene was
one of ho1y ·constemaition. Now the prophecy concerning the Holy 1Ghast rwas fU!lfilled. He had
convicted these people o:f sin, of righteoUJSD.ess, of
j uc1gm!ent.
Fourth, The great
of souls. There
can be n'O oonviction or conversion of the unsaved
unless the Spirit is poured out. The futilLty of
many rmodem reviv;al efforts is -due to :the absence
of the !Spirit's /baptism. rnhie Holy 1Qlhost fell on
this oooasion, purifying and empowering believers
3Jilld convioting and 'converting the unsaved. Three
thousand were converted:. iW:hat an ingathering !
J.t could not be otherwise, 1booause the lil()ly Gho st
had been poured out upon the Chmch. Let the
sMne thing ihappen to us, let the Holy Ghost be
given to the iOhuroh, .let Him have the right of
way to work, unhindered hy preacher or people,
and
results will .follO!W' nowadays. Many will
be convicted-many will be truly saved.
'The
Churdh will .be !blessed with the largest ingather1

Fifth. Tlhe ideal type of 10hrlstimity begotten
by this Pentecostal bestowment was truly remarkable. 18UTely in this early .Church Christ mui;t
have eeen the "travail of His s-0ul" and was satisfiOO.. See how they walked, continuing "steadfastly in ·the apostles' doctrine and fellowship and
in breaking of bread and in prayers," "praising
God ·and having favor with all the people."
1
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Sixth. The secret of the .Spirit-1filled life. '"Be
filled with the 1Spirit," comes the exhortation to

all
'"They were all fil'led with the Holy
Ghtost," wTihten of the .disciples, shows the Messed
of such 'an
Tlhe Spkit's infilling brings with it a new conooption of the
religion -of Jesus. It 1bringis with it th:aJt unction
of the Holy 0ne. It gives the secret -0f constant
victory over self and sin, andl makes the believer's
life one of '':riighteousness, peace and joy in the
H10ly Ghost." It renews, inspires, quickens, intensifies. As such it was to Bishop Hamline, wihen
it came upon him as a "ho'ly, sin-consuming energy," ·and a host of 1God's people have found by
entering into this blessed life peaice has supplanted
worry, victory has taken the plaice nf defeat and f·ailure, joy has ·supercedecl gloom, light
has made darkness flee, and love has driven fear
away.
1

0 the Spirit-filled life! Is it thine, is it thine?
Is thy soul wiholly filled with the Spirit divine?
O thou clllld of the Kfog, has He fallen on thee?
Does He reign in .fuy saul, so that all :men may see
The dear 1Savior's bles.t. image reflected in :tihee P

